
CHAPTER 5 
--------------~~---------------

PUBLIC PERSONNEL AJ]MINISTRATION 

AND OOLLECTIVE BARGAINING 

Key Learning Objectives 

1. 	 Understand how and why the federal civil service system developed as it 
did. 

2. 	 Know the federal government's merit principles. 

3. 	 Be familiar with the core aspects of public personnel management, 
including position classification, selection, performance appraisal, pay, 
and collective bargaining. 

4. 	 Understand the overlaps and tensions among the managerial, political, 
and legal approaches to public personnel administration. 
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Chapter 5 Public Personnel Administration and Collective Bargaining 

This chapter discusses the history of public personnel administration in the United 
States, emphasizing how the three major historical phases of public personnel 
administration maximized certain values but failed to deal adequately with oth
ers and revealing how those failures subsequently led to reforms. The historical 
phases have been (1) the era of "gentlemen" (1789-1828), (2) the "spoils system" 
(1829-1882), and (3) the "merit system" (as it has evolved since 1883). The fed
eral civil service reform of 1978 is discussed, as are the new public management 
(NPM) reforms of the 1990s and recent trends. The chapter then explores the 
managerial, political, and legal perspectives on public personnel administration. 
The process and politics of public sector collective bargaining are also examined. 

About 22 million people are employed by the 89,000 governments in 
the United States. If you were in charge of managing them, according to what 
criteria and under what organizational arrangements would you select, assign, 
train, discipline, promote, and pay these public employees? How would you 
motivate them to provide the highest levels of performance? How would you 
ensure their loyalty to the nation and their willingness to cooperate with their 
jurisdictions' political leadership? Would you engage in collective bargaining 
with them? These are among the central questions of contemporary public 
personnel management. They raise perplexing issues that seem to defy per
manent resolution. The nation's ability to achieve its goals through public 
administrative action depends heavily on the performance, honesty, and moti
vation of public employees. Although we think in terms of institutions and 
principles, in the final analysis, organizations and governments are not charts 
and words on pieces of paper or screens; they are made up of people, and it 
is necessary somehow to organize the conditions of their employment. Today 
no one seriously disputes the central importance of public personnel adminis
tration. Some prefer to call it human resources management (HRM)-a term 
that emphasizes the importance of people, who are increasingly referred to as 
human capital. As in other areas of public administration, personnel policy 
can be analyzed from the different perspectives provided by the managerial, 
political, and legal approaches. 

... HISTORICAL B ACKGROUND 

Sometimes public personnel administration seems to be in such a mess that we 
are tempted to ask how it ever arrived at such a state. In 1993, the National 
Performance Review (NPR) complained, "[T]alk to a federal manager for 
1 0 minutes: You likely will hear at least one personnel horror story. The sys
tem is so complex and rule-bound that most managers cannot even advise an 
applicant how to get a federal job .... The average manager needs a year to 
fire an incompetent employee, even with solid proof."l But such charges were 
hardly novel; public personnel administration's historical development in the 
United States has been largely in response to successive calls for reform. In this 
area of public administration, therefore, it is particularly necessary to under
stand the past to comprehend the present and anticipate the future. 2 
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210 	 Part II Core Functions 

Public Personnel Administration According to "Gentlemen" 
It is possible to divide the evolution of public personnel practice in the United 
States into three broad periods. Each was characterized by a different style 
of politics, of which public personnel was an integral part. First was the era 
of "gentlemen," which began with President Washington's first administra
tion in 1789 and ended with the inauguration of President Jackson in 1829. 
Washington wanted to get the fledgling administrative system off to a sound 
start, realizing the importance of his administration in setting precedents. 
For Washington, the primary criterion in making appointments was "fitness 
of character." Fit characters were those with high standing in the commu
nity and personal integrity. They tended to be members of the upper class. 
Some lacked any apparent technical qualifications for the jobs to which they 
were appointed, but they did bring a measure of greater prestige to the new 
government. They were also capable of learning what they needed to know on 
the job. 

Washington hoped his fit characters would perform honestly and effi
ciently, but he also sought effectiveness. This brought forth another and some
what competing criterion for selection. By 1795, when the division between 
the Hamiltonian and Jeffersonian visions of how active the federal govern
ment should be became apparent, Washington realized that politics could be 
important in the selection and assignment of public personnel. He considered 
appointing a public administrator who opposed his policies to be a sort of 
"political suicide."3 In other words, he sought political loyalty as well as social 
and administrative fitness. 

Washington's precedents were carried forward by his successors, though 
with a differing emphasis. President John Adams began to stress politics to a 
greater extent, although he still made appointments from the upper class. In 
addition, the federal government's first political dismissals have been attrib
uted to him. It was Jefferson, however, who first developed a reasonably clear 
theory about the role politics should play in public personnel administration. 

Upon entering office, Jefferson complained that Adams had stocked the 
federal government's administrative apparatus with members of the opposi
tion Federalist Party. He thought that this situation could be remedied primar
ily in two ways. First, he sought to forbid federal administrators from taking 
an active part in electioneering. This was the federal government's earliest 
attempt to develop political neutrality in the administrative branch. By taking 
federal employees out of politics, Jefferson would be neutralizing the Federal
ist influence that could be waged against his Republican Party. But his vision 
of political neutrality may have gone well beyond that. He argued that elec
tioneering was inconsistent with the spirit of the Constitution and administra
tive officials' responsibility to it. Public administrators were seen as exercising 
a public trust in the public interest rather than playing a partisan political role. 

Like Washington, however, Jefferson recognized that public adminis
trators did have a political role in terms of public policy. Consequently, he 
sought to appoint Republicans until the balance between them and Federalists 
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Chapter 5 Public Personnel Administration and Collective Bargaining 

in the administrative branch roughly matched the balance between the two 
parties among the electorate at large. In other words, he sought to make the 
federal service politically representative of the partisanship of the nation as a 
whole. In practice, however, Jefferson overwhelmingly appointed Republicans 
throughout his tenure. 

Over time, the tenure of federal administrators became secure, and sev
eral remained in their jobs well into old age. There was even a tendency for 
civil service positions to be informally "bequeathed" to the incumbents' male 
heirs when death made the ultimate removal. The federal service during this 
period was well managed, honest, efficient, and effective. Historical consensus 
holds that it reflected the highest ethical standards in the nation's history. 

Public Personnel Administration According to "Spoils" 
All this was changed by the inauguration of President Jackson in 1829. There 
has been historical debate about whether it was Jefferson or Jackson who 
made the first significant patronage dismissals and patronage appointments.4 

However, Jackson institutionalized the spoils system by developing a politi
cally convincing rationale for it. Upon becoming president, Jackson declared 
that public sentiment was strongly in favor of "reform" of federal personnel 
administration. Why? What was wrong with public personnel during the era 
of "gentlemen"? Jackson's views were as follows: 

1. 	 The long tenure of federal administrators in office made them 

unresponsive to the public and the public interest. In Jackson\ well

known words, "The duties of all public officers are, or at least admit 
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of being made, so plain and simple that men of intelligence may readily 
qualify themselves for their performance; and I cannot but believe that 
more is lost by the long continuance of men in office than is generally to 
be gained by their experience."5 

2. The upper-class bias of the federal service was intolerable in a 
democratic (republican) nation such as the United States. jackson's 
constituency was largely from the western and frontier areas and of 
middle- or lower-class status. His supporters were mostly without 
formal education, and a high proportion were illiterate. It is reputed 
that Jackson was unable to read fluently. Jackson thought such people 
ought to have an opportunity to participate in government by becoming 
public administrators. As he put it, "in a free government the demand 
for moral qualities should be made superior to that of talents."6 By 
making appointments from among his constituents, Jackson would be 
able to reward his loyal supporters and strengthen himself politically. 
However, he may also have believed that "rotation" in office 
constituted "a leading principle of the republican creed" and was good 
for the political system.7 

3. The long tenure of federal administrators had contributed to the aging 
of the public service. Jackson believed that this hurt the government's 
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212 	 Part II Core Functions 

performance. It also encouraged the notion that a government job 
was a kind of property to which the incumbent civil servant had a 
right. Jackson and his political following found this position wholly 
antithetical to democratic principles. 

Jackson's reforms were straightforward. He sought to establish a maxi
mum term of four years in office for federal administrators. Previously, the 
Tenure of Office Act of 1820 set a four-year term for some federal employ
ees, but it allowed their appointments to be renewed and few removals were 
made. Jackson's proposed term would coincide with presidential administra
tions, thereby allowing the newly elected president to distribute "the spoils 
of victory"8 among his supporters without facing the unpleasant necessity 
of dismissing incumbents, whose appointments would expire as a matter of 
law and/or custom. Unlike Jefferson, no pretense of creating partisan balance 
would be made. The victorious political party would feast on federal admin
istrative jobs. 

jackson's program was severely opposed by the opposition party, the 
Whigs, until 1840. In that year, sometimes called the year of the great "Whig 
sellout," the Whigs embraced the spoils system with a vengeance.9 From then 
until the administration of President Andrew Johnson (1865-1869), the spoils 
system thrived. Among its chief effects were the following: 

1. 	 A serious decline in administrative ethics, efficiency, and performance. 
The spoils period was racked with scandals, petty and large. A plethora 
of superfluous administrative jobs was created to payoff the party 
faithful. Incumbents, recognizing their limited tenure, often sought to 
make the most of their positions through embezzlement, bribery, and 
extortion. 

2. 	 A thorough intermixing of public administration and partisan politics. 
Sometimes administrative appointees had nothing to do except engage 
in partisan acts and electioneering. Some never showed up at their 
federal offices, reporting to party headquarters instead. One of the more 
notorious practices was for the parties to levy "political assessments" 
of roughly 1 to 6 percent on the salaries of federal administrators. This 
practice, called an indirect robbery of the federal treasury, enabled the 
finances of the government and the political party in power to merge to 
an extent. 

3. 	 A high degree of political competition. This is something of a mystery 
because one would assume that the advantages accruing to the party 
in power would be sufficient to ensure its victory in future elections. 
Logically, spoils should have encouraged the development of a one-party 
state. In practice, however, the partisanship of the president changed in 
1841, 1845, 1849, and 1853. In 1857 there was a marked change in the 
dominant faction within the Democratic Party, and in 1860 the modern 
Republican Party achieved its first presidential victory with the election 
of Abraham Lincoln. The 20 years from 1841 to 1861 were a period 
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of great popular participation (at least among the eligible electorate) 

in politics and vigorous partisan competition. One explanation is that 

the party in power could distribute only so many jobs and inevitably 

made enemies by disappointing some of its supporters; in contrast, the 

party out of power could generate a great deal of support by promising 

a massive amount of patronage should it be elected (only to cause 

disappointment later). 


4. 	 A reduction in the social class status of federal administrators. 
The federal service became more representative of the social class 

composition of the population as a whole. This was an important 

change, ending the possibility of the development of an elite civil 

serVIce. 


Public Personnel Administration According to "Merit" 
The development of the administrative state spelled the doom of spoils, at least 
in theory and practice, if not in each jurisdiction. Patronage has fallen so out 
of favor under contemporary public personnel and constitutional theory that 
in 1976, 1980, and again in 1990 the Supreme Court handed down decisions 
that make such firings unconstitutional in the vast majority of circumstances.10 

(See Box 2.8.) 
Commitment to a merit system began to develop at the federal level in the 

1860s and 1870s. By 1883, it had been written into law-a law, the Pendle
ton Act (Civil Service Act), that eventually was superseded by the Civil Service 
Reform Act of 1978. From the 1880s to the turn of the century, several states 
and cities followed suit in adopting "merit" as the basis of public personnel 
administration. 

We have been using the term "merit" in quotation marks because in 
some respects it is a misnomer. The cornerstone of the merit system has been 
the open, competitive examination as a tool for selecting public servants. There 
have been important political and administrative reasons for the heavy reli
ance placed on such examinations. However, many merit examinations were 
inadequately validated, which means that it could not be demonstrated that 
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they predicted much, if anything, about a candidate's on-the-job performance. 
At the same time, such examinations frequently exhibited a bias against or dis
parate impact on applicants belonging to minority groups, including those of 
African American and Latino backgrounds. In some respects the merit system 
was a major barrier to equal employment opportunity. We will have much 
more to say about this issue shortly. First, though, it is desirable to review 
briefly the chief causes of and arguments for the adoption of the merit system 
as part of the civil service reform of the 1880s. 

Along with other upper middle-class activists, the civil service reformers 
of the 1870s and 1880s were intent on replacing the spoils politicians, who 
tended to be responsive to lower-class and ethnic interests-the urban poor 
and immigrants were the mainstay of the most powerful political machines. 
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In the revealing words of Dorman B. Eaton, a leading reformer, "We have 
seen a class of politicians become powerful in high places, who have not taken 
(and who by nature are not qualified to take) any large part in the social and 
educational life of the people. Politics have tended more and more to become 
a trade, or separate occupation. High character and capacity have become dis
associated from public life in the popular mind."ll Carl Schurz, also a reform 
leader, was even more blunt in claiming that the point of civil service reform 
was to "rescue our political parties, and in great measure the management 
of our political affairs, from the control of men whose whole statesmanship 
consists in the low arts of office mongering, and many of whom would never 
have risen to power had not the spoils system furnished them with the means 
and opportunity for organizing gangs of political followers as mercenary as 
themselves. "12 

Like jackson's introduction of the spoils system, then, merit-oriented 
civil service reform was premised largely on the desire to attain broad politi
cal change. But that does not mean that the reform movement was devoid of 
administrative objectives. By the 1880s, the spoils system had become a rela
tively soft target for change. 

The spoils system was rapidly becoming viewed as anachronistic-a 
harmful legacy of simpler preindustrial times. In his inimitable style, Schurz 
squarely addressed this matter: "There are certain propositions so self-evident 
and so easily understood that it would appear like discourtesy to argue them 
before persons of intelligence. Such a one it is, that as the functions of govern
ment grow in extent, importance and complexity, the necessity grows of their 
being administered not only with honesty, but also with trained ability and 
knowledge. "13 As the government became more heavily engaged in regulatory 
policy and administration, it seemed inevitable that the spoils system would 
have to be replaced. 

The spoils system was also vulnerable because its corrupt practices inter
fered with industrialization. In its heyday, spoils turned the nation's custom 
houses into hotbeds of graft. Vast overstaffing, bribery, and extortion were 
common. By the late 1870s, the rising industrialists and proponents of indus
trialization had become opposed to patronage politics because it was harming 
international commerce. 

There is a persistent thread running through this opposition to the spoils 
system. Both the reformers and the industrialists stood to gain by diminish
ing the impact of the lower-class and immigrant population in politics. The 
reformers thought the participation of those groups in machine politics tended 
to reduce the influence of middle-class Anglo-Americans-a category to which 
many of the reformers belonged. 

Woodrow Wilson, often considered the founder of self-conscious American 
public administration, had this to say about the rising tide of immigrants: 

[The] character of the nation ... is being most deeply affected and modified 
by the enormous immigration which year after year pours into the country 
from Europe: our own temperate blood, schooled to self-possession and to 
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the fundamental principle informing the public service should be 
politically neutral competence. Public employees should function on 
the basis of their trained ability to accomplish the governmental tasks 
at hand. Their authority and legitimacy flow from their professional 
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the measured conduct of self-government, is receiving a constant infusion 

and yearly experiencing a partial corruption of foreign blood: our own 

equable [tranquil] habits have been crossed with the feverish habits of 

the restless old world. We are unquestionably facing an ever-increasing 

difficulty of self-command with ever-deteriorating materials, possibly with 

degenerating fibre. 14 


A new class of industrialists was especially fearful of the rise of socialist labor 
unions and political parties, which in all likelihood would find both leader
ship and support among immigrant workers. In addition, politically percep
tive industrialists might have understood that once the political parties could 
no longer raise money through political assessments or count on patronage 
as a means of winning votes and inducing political participation, they would 
inevitably turn to the wealthy sector of society to finance their operations 
and campaigns. Political historians note that popular participation in politics 
crested in the 1890s and at the same time the U.S. Senate began to emerge 
as a "millionaires' club."15 Politically, there is no doubt that the chief battle 
lines concerning reform were drawn between industrialists and upper middle
class Anglo-Americans on the one hand and the lower-class, immigrant popu
lations and spoils politicians on the other. 

Politics aside, however, the spoils system did have serious administra
tive drawbacks. In the reformers' view, these drawbacks could be remedied by 
adopting the following public personnel program: 

1. Selection of public employees based on open competitive examinations. 
Open examinations can be taken by anyone with the requisite 

background qualifications, such as age, literacy, and citizenship. They 

prevent politicians from selecting a group of the party faithful and 

administering the examination to them only. Competitive examinations 

require that appointments be made in the order of examination scores; 

that is, those who score highest are appointed first. This also prevents 

politicians from making placements based on politics. 


Open, competitive examinations are a highly effective means 

of preventing patronage appointments, but they also have an 

administrative logic. Assuming that the examination scores are an 

adequate predictor of the level of on-the-job performance, which is 

not always the case, such examinations promise to select the most 

competent and efficient applicants for the public service. As the spoils 

system receded into the political past, this was viewed by public 

personnel administrators as the chief virtue of the merit system. The 

examinations are relatively inexpensive to administer and use as 

selection devices. 


2. Depoliticization of the public service. The reformers believed that 
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and technical competence rather than their partisan activities. This 
line of reasoning required the reformers to insist that the vast majority 
of administrative positions were not political in either a partisan or 
a policy making sense. The public service should be organized like 
a business, according to this view. The Civil Service Act of 1883 
contained some provisions aimed at abolishing political assessments and 
political coercion. 

3. 	 Tenure in office. The spoils system was based on the premise that the 
rotation of public servants in and out of office was a desirable practice 
in a democratic nation. The reformers preferred tenure to be based on 
the competence of public employees and not be subject to political or 
partisan considerations. Originally, the reformers thought this could 
be accomplished by merit selection. Hiring officials would lose the 
opportunity to engage in political favoritism, and this, in the reformers' 
view, would eliminate the incentive for making dismissals based on 
political grounds. However, beginning in the 1890s it was viewed 
as desirable to provide public employees with a measure of legally 
protected tenure. After some earlier efforts, the Lloyd-La Follette 
Act of 1912 assured that dismissals from the federal service would 
only be for such cause as would promote the efficiency of the service. 
Some procedural protections were included in the act, but by today's 
standards, they were limited. 

4. 	 A civil service commission. The reformers thought that public personnel 
administration should be policed by a central personnel agency. A strong, 
independent agency could protect the public service against incursions by 
patronage-oriented politicians. The Civil Service Act of 1883 provided for 
a three-person, bipartisan Civil Service Commission (CSC) appointed by 
the president with the advice and consent of the Senate. The act gave the 
commission rule-making and investigative authority. 

The reformers achieved lasting success in 1883 with the passage of the 
Pendleton Act (Civil Service Act), largely written by Eaton. Two factors deter
mined the timing of its enactment. First, President James Garfield suffered a 
lingering death after being shot by a disappointed office seeker in 1881, and 
public opinion was quick to blame the spoils system rather than the demented 
assassin. Second, the Republican Party suffered substantial setbacks in the 
congressional elections of 1882 and was seeking to protect itself against the 
Democrats' spoils, should that party go on to win the presidency in 1884.16 

There is little doubt that reform-oriented public personnel administration 
would have been adopted sooner or later in any event. Several cities, including 
New York, Albany, Buffalo, Syracuse, Chicago, Evanston, and Seattle, intro
duced merit systems during the 1880s and 1890s. New York was the first state 
to adopt such a program (1883), but it was another two decades before the 
next state, Massachusetts, followed. Today, some merit provisions exist in the 
overwhelming number of jurisdictions. (A summary of federal merit principles 
is presented in Box 5.1.) 
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merit principles 

F ederal personnel management should be imple
mented consistent with the following merit 

system principles: 

1. Recruitment should be from qualified 
individuals from appropriate sources in 
an endeavor to achieve a work force from 
all segments of society, and selection and 
advancement should be determined solely on 
the basis of relative ability, knowledge, and 
skills, after fair and open competition which 
assures that all receive equal opportunity. 

2. All employees and applicants for employment 
should receive fair and equitable treatment 
in all aspects of personnel management 
without regard to political affiliation, race, 
color, religion, national origin, sex, marital 
status, age, or handicapping condition, and 
with proper regard for their privacy and 
constitutional rights. 

3. Equal pay should be provided for work of 
equal value, with appropriate consideration 
of both national and local rates paid 
by employers in the private sector, and 
appropriate incentives and recognition 
should be provided for excellence in 
performance. 

4. All employees should maintain high 
standards of integrity, conduct, and concern 
for the public interest. 

S. The federal work force should be used 
efficiently and effectively. 

6. Employees should be retained on the basis 
of the adequacy of their performance, 
inadequate performance should be corrected, 
and employees should be separated who 
cannot or will not improve their performance 
to meet required standards. 

7. Employees should be provided effective 
education and training in cases in which such 
education and training would result in better 
organizational and individual performance. 

8. Employees should be: 

A. protected against arbitrary action, 
personal favoritism, or coercion for 
partisan political purposes, and 

B. prohibited from using their official 
authority or influence for the purpose of 
interfering with or affecting the result of 
an election or a nomination for election. 

9. Employees should be protected against 
reprisal for the lawful disclosure of 
information which the employees reasonably 
believe evidences: 

A. a violation of any law, rule, or regulation, 
or 

B. mismanagement, a gross waste of funds, 
an abuse of authority, or a substantial and 
specific danger to public health or safety. 

Source: 5 U.S. Code, Sec. 2301. 

The reform of 1883 established an institutional and conceptual frame
work for federal personnel administration that lasted until 1978. During 
that period, several additional personnel concepts were developed and imple
mented. By the 1920s, federal personnel officers were less obsessed with com
bating patronage and more concerned with achieving greater efficiency in the 
public service. Prior to the 1930s, the esc was primarily an examining agency. 
In 1931, it embarked on a program of centralizing personnel functions under 
its authority. Soon the commission had taken on responsibilities for position 
classification, efficiency ratings, and retirement administration. As it became 
a more centralized personnel agency, the commission retained its "policing" 
outlook, though now this was aimed at other agencies as well as at politicians. 
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By the late 1930s, the CSC had come to be viewed as an obstacle to effec
tive personnel management because it was so concerned with enforcing restric
tive rules and statutes. This was partly redressed by the Classification Act of 
1949, which made the agencies directly responsible for position classification, 
evaluation, promotion, and many other personnel functions. 

Decentralization of federal personnel administration made the CSC's 
concern with "policing" inappropriate. But it had difficulty changing its focus 
from enforcement and inspection to the development of broad policies for the 
improvement of federal personnel management. By the 1970s, many personnel 
specialists, political executives, and some members of Congress considered it 
an inappropriate administrative structure for contemporary personnel man
agement. The commission format also lost favor at the state and local levels. 
Many of these governments moved to place the major personnel functions 
in a department or division directly responsible to the chief executive. This 
approach was followed by the federal government in the Civil Service Reform 
Act of 1978. 
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Each of the three approaches to public administration discussed in the first 
chapter can be found in the historical development of public personnel admin
istration. Managerial principles and premises were most evident in the period 
of administration by "gentlemen," during the reform program of the 1880s 
and 1890s, and during the 1930s and 1940s. Assignments were made on the 
basis of fitness and merit; tenure was based on good behavior and competent, 
efficient performance. The public service was viewed as largely nonpolitical 
and in the service of the nation as a whole. Efficiency, honesty, and morality 
were highly valued. Although some political removals were made, there was 
no widespread practice of spoils or rotation in office. 

Politics was most clearly manifested in the spoils system. Here it was 
believed that the public service should be politically and socially representative 
of the dominant political party first and technically competent second. 
Representation and political responsiveness rather than efficiency and econ
omy were the fundamental values behind public personnel practices at this 
time. Rotation in office was valued as a means of promoting popular partici
pation in government. 

Legal considerations were most clearly evident in the civil service reform 
movement, although as a means of promoting managerially oriented personnel 
administration. The Pendleton Act and subsequent reform-oriented practices 
place much public personnel management in a law-bound environment. Advo
cates of the new public management (NPM) often charge that public personnel 
administration has become so legalistic that it is too rigid to be effective and 
that political executives lack the flexibility to handle personnel in a productive 
way. This is precisely the state of affairs that the 19th century reformers sought. 
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As one reformer explained, "We consider that fixed rules, however imperfect, 
are better than arbitrary power."17 Since the 1950s, the judiciary has placed 
constitutional restraints on the handling of public personnel as a means of 
protecting employees' rights. This approach favors fair procedure and equal 
treatment, which can turn public personnel management into an adversary, 
legalistic procedure. 

Historically, the chief problem of public personnel administration in the 
United States has been an inability to establish a satisfactory, stable mix of the 
managerial, political, and legal approaches. A series of federal reforms begin
ning in 1978 illustrates this difficulty. These reforms contribute to a disaggre
gation of the federal personnel system; one set of policies no longer applies to 
all federal employees. 

Civil Service Reform, 1978 
The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 was hailed by President Jimmy Carter as 
the centerpiece of his efforts to reorganize the federal government to make it 
more manageable, efficient, effective, and politically responsive. 18 His admin
istration was candid in proclaiming that the act had managerial and political 
goals. The president said that "there is not enough merit in the merit system. 
There is inadequate motivation because we have too few rewards for excel
lence and too few penalties for unsatisfactory work."19 Alan Campbell, chair
man of the CSC, which was terminated by the 1978 reform, put forward the 
political perspective: "Every new administration feels the negative aspects of 
the bureaucracy's pressure for continuity. New policy makers arrive with man
dates for change and find that though they can change structures and appear
ances, it is very difficult to make dramatic changes in direction. "20 But how 
could managerial and political goals be achieved simultaneously? And could 
this be accomplished without wholesale reduction of the legal rights of federal 
employees? 

The reform act was accompanied by massive politicking in Congress. 
Employee unions, veterans' groups, civil rights and minority interest groups, 
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congressional committees and subcommittees, and officials in the presidential 
administration brought a variety of perspectives to bear on the question of 
what should be done to improve federal personnel management. The final stat
ute was necessarily a compromise. 

The major conceptual achievement of the reform act was the separation 
of many of the managerial, political, and legal aspects of federal personnel 
administration from one another. The effort made by the CSC to combine 
these diverse perspectives contributed to its lack of direction and ultimate 
demise. Under the reform, to a considerable extent, separate functions were 
housed in separate agencies. The Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) was 
created to deal with many of the legalistic concerns of federal personnel man
agement. The MSPB included an Office of the Special Counsel, which subse
quently became an independent administrative entity. The Special Counsel's 
function is to assure that personnel laws and regulations are followed and 
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that merit system principles and requirements are not violated. It investigates 
the activities of agencies, federal managers, and officials. The MSPB can levy 
sanctions against federal employees who violate personnel regulations. The 
agency also hears appeals of adverse actions, such as demotions and dismiss
als, against federal employees. It is considered the watchdog of the federal 
merit system and the protector of the legal rights of federal employees. The 
MSPB has specific authority to protect whistle-blowers, who expose waste, 
fraud, or abuse, against reprisals. The MSPB has done a number of in-depth 
studies of various subjects of importance to federal personnel management, 
such as surveys of sexual harassment in the federal service and analyses of why 
employees leave the government. 

A second agency created by the reform, the Federal Labor Relations 
Authority (FLRA), also embodies the legalistic approach to public personneL 
It oversees the process of collective bargaining in the federal service (though 
not in the postal service). The FLRA makes a variety of rulings concerning fair 
and unfair labor relations practices and the aspects of employment that can be 
collectively bargained. It also has authority to resolve questions concerning the 
representation of federal employees by labor unions and can playa role in the 
resolution of disputes between unions and the government. Collective bargain
ing in the public sector is addressed later in this chapter. 

A more clearly political mission was vested in the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The EEOC was created by the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, but it did not have authority over federal employment practices 
at that time. The federal equal employment opportunity (EEO) function was 
vested in a number of agencies, including the CSC. The decision to give the 
EEOC this authority for federal EEO was highly political, made at the urg
ing of civil rights and minority groups who believed that the EEO program 
could not be successfully implemented under a personnel agency that viewed 
its primary mission in managerial terms. Those groups saw a conflict because 
the merit system and merit examinations emerged as major barriers to the 
achievement of a high degree of minority employment in the upper levels of 
federal service. The 1978 reform act seeks a federal service socially representa
tive of the nation's workforce as a whole. The act defines "underrepresenta
tion" of EEO target groups and outlines procedures for overcoming it. Part of 
the EEOC's mission is to promote the representation of minorities and women 
in the federal workforce. Although much of the EEO process is legalistic, the 
ultimate objective of representation is political. 

The reform act assigned the CSC's managerial functions to an Office of 
Personnel Management. This agency was designed to serve as the president's 
arm for positive, effective personnel management. It inherited from the CSC 
such managerial functions as responsibility for testing, training, operating ben
efits and retirement systems, and general oversight of the personnel operations 
of federal agencies. In addition to placing the managerially oriented person
nel agency closer to the president than was the more independently organized 
bipartisan CSC, the reform act mandated the use of some new management 
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tools, including a merit pay system and a performance appraisal system, dis
cU£sed later in the chapter. 

Another central feature of the reform act bears mention. The top career 
managerial positions in the federal service were largely converted into a Senior 
Executive Service (SES). The theory behind the SES is largely an effort to com
bine the political and managerial approaches to public administration. It rests 
on the belief that (1) there is a body of skill or professionalism called "public 
management" that can be transferred from organizational setting to organiza
tional setting, (2) it is politically desirable for top federal managers to move 
among administrative units to develop a more comprehensive view of the pub
lic interest, and (3) political executives need greater flexibility in assigning and 
directing these top career officials to implement their policy mandates. Box 5.2 
lists the core qualifications for membership in the SES. 

Today, OPM's main operational responsibilities are the federal employ
ees' health and retirement benefits programs. Overall, it now functions largely 
as a policy advisory body and advocate for the president'S HRM initiatives. 

There are four types of appointments in the SES, which currently includes 
about 7,000 personnel. Noncareer appointments can constitute up to 10 percent of 
the total number of positions allocated to the SES. These are political appoin
tees who assist the political executives at the top levels of departments and 
agencies, implementing their policies and programs. No more than 25 percent 
of the SES positions in a single agency can be filled with noncareer appointees. 
Limited-term appointments can also be purely political. They can serve non
renewable terms of up to three years. Career appointees constitute the largest 
group in the SES. These federal servants have often spent many years in the 
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government and may have worked their way up the ranks to the top of the 
career service. Limited emergency appointments, who can serve for up to 18 
months, are the fourth category, but to date one that has not been important. 
In addition to the four types of appointments, there are two types of positions: 
career reserved and general. Only career appointees can be assigned to the for
mer; any type of appointee can be placed in the latter. 

Finally, the Civil Service Reform Act provided for "personnel research 
programs and demonstration projects." It allows the OPM to suspend the 
application of many personnel regulations to experiment with new approaches 
and techniques. Projects can involve up to 5,000 employees (not including any 
who may be in a control group) and last up to five years. Successful projects 
can become permanent. 

HRM Reform in the 1990s and 2000s 
The NPR considered federal personnel administration a disaster area ripe 
for reinvention. In its view, personnel administration was overregulated, too 
centralized, and inadequately tailored to the agencies' specific needs and mis
sions. It reported one statistic that spoke volumes: In 1993 the Department of 
Agrisrilture gauged the total weight of the personnel regulations affecting it, 
including case law, at 1,088 pounds!21 Embracing NPM principles, the NPR's 
vision for a new federal HRM included the following: 

• Deregulation, freeing the agencies from centralized OPM and other 
controls 

• Decentralization, making federal executives and managers responsible 
and accountable for personnel management 

• "Ownership" by executives and managers, who would help design 
HRM systems, buy into their principles, and make them work 

• Incorporation of HRM specialists into management teams, rather than 
functioning as outsiders policing the systems 

• Adaptation of HRM systems to fit an agency's organizational culture 
• Transformation of personnel offices from paperwork processors to 

expert advisers and consultants22 

Several of the NPR's HRM achievements were noted in Chapter 2. 
It was especially proud of scrapping the notoriously complex, voluminous 
Federal Personnel Manual as the authoritative rule book for federal person
nel. Less dramatically, through the use of research and demonstration projects 
and special statutory authority from Congress, about 50 percent of the federal 
workforce was incrementally "liberated" from the government's traditional 
"one-size-fits-all" legal framework for personnel (Title 5 of the U.S. Code). 
The Federal Aviation Administration, the Patent and Trademark Office, the 
Internal Revenue Service, and several units within the Department of Defense 
were prominent examples. To a considerable extent, by the end of the 1990s 
the NPM had changed the language, organization, and underlying concepts 
of federal personnel. The Homeland Security Act of 2002 required federal 
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agencies to designate "chief human capital officers" (CHCOs) for HRM super
vision, coordination, and proactive planning. Along with other provisions, the 
CHCOs' (pronounced, "cheekos") role is to elevate the importance of HRM 
in agencies' strategic planning and general managerial decision making. Agen
cies also gained flexibility in hiring and buying out employees, compensating 
executives, and paying for employees' higher education. 

We have discussed the historical development of public personnel admin
istration in the Unitecr5tates and the conceptual problems presented by its 
organization in some detail so that the reader will not fall victim to a pervasive 
tendency to place "technique over purpose" in the area of public personnel.23 

We now turn to a more techniques-oriented review of the major public per
sonnel functions. This discussion is organized according to our threefold cat
egorization of public administration into managerial, political, and legalistic 
approaches. 

Both orthodox and NPM public personnel administrations seek to maximize 
the values of efficiency, economy, and administrative effectiveness through the 
recruitment, selection, ph;lcement, pay, training, and general treatment of pub
lic employees at work. The underlying assumption behind managerial public 
personnel administration is that the public service should be apolitical and 
businesslike. Employees should be selected, placed, promoted, and paid on 
the basis of their competence to perform governmental work. There should be 
adequate protection of public employees from political encroachments. 

Orthodox managerial doctrine envisions the public service as a career in 
which employees serve the public interest by developing long-term expertise 
in government operations and programs. It favors career growth and devel
opment through training. It also relies on retirement systems that encourage 
public employees to remain in the government throughout their work lives. By 
contrast, the NPM considers many government jobs as essentially interchange
able with those in private businesses. Employees should transfer freely from 
one sector to the other. Accordingly, public employees should participate in 
general social security systems and should be able to take the retirement funds 
they accrue while in government with them when they leave. Logically, the 
NPM is more apt than traditional management to consider training a cost 
or short-term investment than a means of upgrading government's human 
resources. Unlike traditional management, the NPM is open to eliminating 
civil service protection for public employees as has been done in several U.S. 
states-Florida, Texas, and Georgia being leading examples. It is important to 
recognize that no public employees in the U.S. are truly "at will" because they 
cannot be dismissed for reasons violating their constitutional rights to freedom 
of speech, religion, association, privacy, equal protection, and other protected 
rights and liberties. However, in the absence of civil service or contractual 
tenure or other property interests in their jobs, they lack an automatic right to 
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procedural due process in adverse actions. Both managerial approaches believe 
that employees should be appraised periodically as a means of indicating how 
their performance could be improved. 

Position Classification 
Position classification is one of the most important aspects of traditional pub
lic personnel management. In a sense, the entire traditional personnel program 
rests upon it. Position classification is the system of designing jobs, organizing 
them into useful managerial and career categories, and establishing their rates 
of pay. A good position classification system provides a convenient inventory 
of everything that government workers do. The "position" is the work done. 
According to rules first established as early as 1923, the classification system 
should be based on the following principles: 

1. 	 Positions and not individuals should be classified. In other words, 
unlike the military, rank is vested in the position, not in the individual 
who happens to occupy that position. Membership in the SES is a major 
exception to this rule at the federal level. 

2. 	 The duties and responsibilities pertaining to a position constitute the 
outstanding characteristics that distinguish it from or make it similar to 
other positions. Among the classification factors frequently used are the 
nature and variety of the work; the nature of supervision received by 
whoever is occupying the position; the nature of available guidelines for 
performance of the work (that is, is the work routine or does it require 
flexible responses to ever-changing situations?); the originality required; 
the purpose and nature of person-to-person work relationships; 
the scope and nature of decision making; the nature and extent of 
supervision over other employees; and the qualifications required. 
Sometimes, these considerations are grouped into four categories: 
the difficulty of duties, supervisory responsibility, nonsupervisory 
responsibility, and requisite qualifications. 

3. 	 The individual characteristics of an employee occupying a position 
should have no bearing on the classification of the position. 

4. 	 Persons holding positions in the same class (level of position and kind 
of duties and responsibilities) should be considered equally qualified for 
any other position in that class. 

In trying to grasp what is involved in position classification it may prove 
useful to think in terms of categories of positions, such as executive; adminis:.. 
trative, professional, and technological; clerical, office' machine operator, and 
technician; and trade, crafts, and manual labor. Within each of these broad 
categories would be a number of positions such as receptionist, keyboarder, 
file clerk, and stenographer. Each of these positions would bear a classification 
and a rank. The rank would be related to pay. For the sake of a relatively sim
ple example, consider a file clerk position in the federal government's National 
Institutes of Health. The position is classified as File Clerk GS 0305-03. 
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The grade is GS 3; the classification is 0305, which is the code for file clerk 
in the clerical series at this level. There is a position description explaining the 
file clerk's duties and responsibilities and a list of factors that determine the 
level of the position. A more senior file clerk might be a GSA or higher and 
would have broader responsibilities. In theory, unless a special security clear
ance is required, any file clerk GS 0305-03 in one agency would be suitable 
for employment in the same class of positions in another agency. Each of the 
grades in the General Schedule would be paid at a different rate. Thus, GS-1s, 
at the bottom of this classification system, on average receive the lowest rates 
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of pay, and GS-15s, who are now in the highest general grade, receive the 
highest. (Most GS 16 through 18 positions, known as "supergrades," were 
phased out when the SES was created.) 

There is no doubt that position classification is a valuable managerial 
tool. How else might a large workforce be organized? Classification tells man
agers and employees what the occupants of positions are supposed to do. It 
makes it possible to design career ladders for advancement. It facilitates testing 
applicants for competence. It provides a basis for evaluating the performance 
of government workers. 

However, position classification can be problematic. Among the most 
serious complaints about the practice of position classification is that it is 
dehumanizing for the employee. In essence, the job is designed and classified 
without regard to the employee who holds it. The organization is viewed as a 
set of positions (specializations) coordinated in some fashion, typically through 
hierarchy. An employee may be able to contribute more to the organization 
than the position he or she is in allows. For example, a keyboarder may have 
the ability and willingness to take dictation or transcribe tapes, but that would 
require classification as a stenographer and higher pay. Hence, allowing a typ
ist to function as a stenographer would be prohibited by position classification 
principles. The employee can neither go beyond the level of work required in 
the position nor fall short of it. Working "out of class" is particularly opposed 
by unions, especially when employees are doing higher-level work without 
receiving more pay. These problems are particularly evident where classifica
tions are narrow and specific, as opposed to broadly banded into categories 
such as clerical or technical. 

Position classification practices, associated with Frederick Taylor's 
scientific management (see Chapter 4), have also tended to design jobs in a 
stultifying fashion (see Box 5.3). They have stressed the need for order and 
conformity in governmental positions, sometimes at the expense of the interest 
the job could possibly hold for the incumbent. This has led to boredom and 
alienation among employees. There is growing concern that job design take 
the following considerations into account: 

1. Job rotation, that is, developing a classification and career system that 
enables employees to move through several positions. This enables an 
employee to use several skills and avoid the boredom that comes with 
the repetitious performance of routine tasks. 
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Series: Grade: 

GS 0305 GS 3 

FILE CLERK 

GS-0305-03 
National Institutes of Health 

I. Introduction 
This position is located in the Office of Grants 
Support Services (OGSS), NIH, as part of the Gov
ernment's Most Efficient Organization (MEO) 
responsible for extramural support in the devel
opment of grant-and-contract-supported research 
and training programs on a wide variety of bio
medical and behavioral diseases and disorders. 
The incumbent is responsible for providing filing 
and other clerical services to Task Unit members, 
Program Directors, Grants Management Officers/ 
Specialists, and Scientific Review Administrators 
NIH wide. Supported NIH employees are located 
in all the extramural activities and components of 
the NIH Institutes and Centers. Major duty and 
responsibility is to provide office filing services; 
and may assist in other clerical and mail delivery 
tasks as needed. May be assigned to any of the vari
ous MEO Hubs, Task Units, or Institutes and Cen
ters (ICs) and may perform any of the following 
duties. (Percentages of time may vary depending on 
workload and scheduling requirements.) 

II. Duties and Responsibilities 

PERFORMS FILING TASKS 80% 
Performs filing and clerical duties associated with 
the assembly, retention, maintenance, disposition, 

and control of records in both a I3-digit numeric 
and an alphabetic file system used throughout the 
NIHMEO. 

Receives requests for documents to be with
dra wn from files, refers to classification guides, 
index registers, index cards, or other finding 
media to locate appropriate document locator 
number or other identification in order to obtain 
documents from files (or to abstract requested 
information), inserts charge-card for all materials 
withdrawn, re-files returned materials, and with
draws charge-cards. 

Routes requests requiring special search (e.g., 
other work areas within the organization) to appro
priate operating elements. Where necessary, returns 
incomplete requests for additional information 
required to identify material requested. 

Consolidates, attaches, and cross-references 
new material with previously filed material, uti
lizing searching, withdrawing, filing, or re-filing 
procedures. 

ASSISTS IN OTHER CLERICAL AND MESSEN

GER SERVICES 20% 

Assists others in performing repetitive or standard 

clerical tasks. Coordinates with supported employ

ees to verify items to be transported. Before calling 

the NIH Transportation Office to pick up items, 

ensures all items are in a covered box and taped. 


As needed, the incumbent may collect, sort, and 
deliver a variety of documents from various loca
tions in the NIH Campus and Rockville, as well as 
outlying buildings. In addition to the cited campus 
sites, incumbent may be required to go to offices in 
Bethesda, the Rockledge area, and on Democracy 
Boulevard as well as in various office buildings located 

2. 	 Job enlargement, or placing more tasks within a position description. 
3. 	 Job enrichment, or vesting greater authority, responsibility, and 

autonomy in positions. 
4. 	 Empowerment, or providing employees with discretion to resolve 

work flow and other work process problems that impede their job 
performance. 
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3-digit numeric 
throughout the 

the cited campus 
to go to offices in 

on Democracy 
buildings located 

on Executive Boulevard. Copies, faxes, answers tele
phone, routes email inquiries to correct destinations. 
Performs other related duties as assigned. 

III. Factors 

Factor 1: Knowledge Required 

-Knowledge of the numerical and the alpha

betical filing systems used throughout the NIH, 

and knowledge of the functions and organiza

tional structures of the units serviced. 

-Knowledge of subject files, cross-reference 

files, classification guides, and indexes main

tained within the immediate unit and proce

dures related to their use. 

-Skill to identify the proper sequential location 

of material to be filed, withdrawn, or re-filed. 


Factor 2: Supervisory Controls 

Supervisor assigns work, advises of procedural 
changes, and is available for assistance when 
required. Normal work is performed independently 
following prescribed procedures. Work is reviewed 
in terms of accuracy, adequacy, and timeliness of 
service provided. 

Factor 3: Guidelines 

A number of procedural guides and instructions 
pertain to the work. Requesters may provide inad
equate information, however, and a large number 
of locations are possible, so that employee must 
select most appropriate guide or search procedure 
in locating materials sought. 

Factor 4: Complexity 

The work involves filing and clerical duties 
associated with a wide variety of documents. 

Searching assignments occasionally involve such 

characteristics as incorrect, indefinite, or incom

plete information, requiring reference to guides, 

indexes, or other finding media to locate materi 

als requested. 


Factor 5: Scope and Effect 


Purpose of the work is to maintain working docu

ments and provide an efficient reference service. 

Timely and proper disposition of records affects 

the work of offices waiting for the records. 


Factor 6: Personal Contacts 


Contacts are with coworkers of the unit and 

with employees throughout the NIH requesting 

materials. 


Factor 7: Purpose of Contacts 


Contacts are for the purpose of obtaining and sup

plying information in relation to filling requests or 

filing of materials. 


Factor 8: Physical Demands 


Work requires prolonged standing, walking, and 

bending to perform required filing and searching 

duties. 


Factor 9: Work Environment 


Work is performed in an office setting. 


Source: National Institutes of Health; http://oma.od.nih.gov/ms/ 
a76-fair/EXTRAMURAL %20PDs/Extramural%20PDs/File%20 
Clerk%20(GS-0305-03).pdf (accessed June 4,2013). The position 
description was prepared in 2003. The designation of Most 
Efficient Organization (MEO) is related to the federal competitive 
sourcing practices at the time. 

Another problem with position classification is that position descriptions 
can become rapidly outdated as technology and the work of governmental 
agencies change. Position classifiers may not be able to keep pace with all the 
constant changes, but agency managers are not likely to favor limiting the 
introduction of new technologies and tasks to enable the classifiers to catch 
up. Then, too, there has been a problem of "grade creep," or a tendency for 

http://oma.od.nih.gov/ms
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positions constantly to be reclassified at a higher level. Collective bargaining 
also presents a problem for position classification. Unions contend that classi
fication levels and pay should be subject to bargaining and that more positions 
should be created to take account of workers' increased seniority. For exam
ple, to return to the case of Supply Clerk GS-3, a union might want to see a 
classification system that would create a position of Senior Supply Clerk GS-4 
(or higher) so that someone who has held the position for, let's say, 15 years 
would not be paid at the same rate as a newcomer (even though they do the 
same work). Finally, as a practical matter, position classification systems are 
seldom as neat in practice as they are in theory. For instance, the federal gov
ernment has not only a General Schedule but also a wage board system for 
industrial-type jobs, a foreign service classification system, a postal classifica
tion system, the SES, a system denoted "GM" for managers and supervisors 
at the GS 13 through 15 ranks, and an executive-level system for political 
executives. 

Contemporary thinking holds that complex classification systems should 
be simplified. The number of classifications should be reduced, and positions 
should be classified in broad bands such as clerical, administrative, techni
cal, managerial, and executive. Broad banding enhances flexibility in assign
ing functions to employees and in moving employees among positions. It also 
requires less paperwork and effort to classify positions. The NPM strongly 
favors broad banding at the discretion of individual agencies. 

Recruitment, Selection, and Promotion 
Recruitment, selection, and promotion are among the core functions of 
public personnel management. The managerial approach dictates that cost
effectiveness be the ultimate value in performing these functions. The NPM 
also embraces these values, but in the United States it adds a concern that 
employees reflect the nation's social diversity. 

Recruitment is the process of encouraging individuals to apply for gov
ernment positions. The critical elements of a successful traditional manage
ment recruitment program aimed at procuring the most efficient, effective 
employees, consists of (1) governmental efforts to upgrade the image of public 
employment; (2) efforts to recruit for careers rather than single jobs; (3) efforts 
to give examinations at convenient times and convenient places; (4) the elimi
nation of pointless background requirements, such as age or non-job-related 
training requirements; and (5) efforts to reach all segments of the population. 
The value of economy dictates that government spending on these functions 
vary with its needs for personnel. The NPM prizes flexibility, decentralization, 
multiple means of entry, and recruitment for specific jobs rather than careers. 

Selection is the process of choosing among applicants. In the United 
States a wide variety of approaches is used, but the dominant pattern stems 
from the 19th-century reform period. It relies on an open, competitive exami
nation or ranking system of some kind, which can potentially generate the 
greatest degree of competition among applicants. Competitive examinations 
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are those in which the hiring of individual test takers is in accordance with 
their exam scores. In a purely competitive examination system, the person who 
achieved the highest score would be hired first, whereas the person who scored 
the lowest passing grade would be hired last if enough positions were available. 
In practice, the best person for the job does not necessarily score the highest 
on a competitive exam. Therefore, most jurisdictions modify this approach by 
allowing selection from among groups of applicants, such as those obtaining 
the three or ten highest scores. The latter approaches are called the "rule of 
three" or "ten" or any other number. The rationale is to provide the hiring 
authority with some discretion in making selections but nevertheless assure 
that the selection process is open and competitive. 

Selection by examination may involve the use of an eligibles register, a list 
of those who passed an examination, ranked in the order of their scores. Under 
the "rule of three" approach, for example, if a vacancy occurred for the posi
tion described in Box 5.3, the appropriate eligibles register would be consulted 
and selection would be from among the top three scorers on the list. If another 
vacancy occurred, selection would be from among the remaining two highest 
scorers, plus whoever scored fourth highest (that is, ranked fourth on the eli
gibles register). If someone is passed over a number of times (typically three), he 
or she will be deleted from the register despite his or her score. Contemporary 
information technology makes it possible to create an eligibles register for any 
particular job from among applicants who have passed a relevant examination. 

The NPM objects to the rigidity and delay often caused by the con
struction of eligibles registers and the rule of three. It favors the flexibility of 
two approaches that have gained increasing use in recent years. Direct hiring 
enables agencies to hire any qualified applicant. It is particularly useful when 
agencies have critical staffing needs and/or a shortage of qualified applicants . 
Categorical ranking permits agencies to place all eligible candidates into 
groups according to their qualification levels, such as very highly qualified, 
highly qualified, and qualified. Selection begins with the top-ranked group and 
can be from among everyone in it rather than only the top three. There are 
several types of examinations: 

1. 	 Performance examinations. These are devices intended to determine 

whether an applicant can perform the tasks required in the position for 

which a hire is being made. Word processing and equipment operation 

are functions in which performance examinations are used. Such an 

examination might determine, for example, how many words a minute 

a person can process accurately. 


2. 	 Written examinations. These may stress achievement, aptitude, or both. 

They are typically of the multiple-choice, machine-scored variety. Some 

jurisdictions purchase them commercially rather than developing their 

own. A major virtue of such examinations is that they are inexpensive 

to administer. 


3. 	 Oral examinations. These are often considered more practical for 

upper-level positions involving discretionary authority or positions 
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for which there are few applicants. Generally, an oral examination 
is administered by a panel that has an established set of criteria for 
making a judgment. The candidate may appear before the panel alone 
or with a group of other applicants. 

4. 	 Assessment centers. Assessment centers try to duplicate some of 
the approaches of performance examinations, but for positions in 
which the tasks are less concrete and are evaluated more subjectively. 
Individuals may be put through a series of activities that simulate some 
of the critical aspects of the job for which someone is being hired. 
Such activities may consist of getting along with others, engaging in 
leadership, or exercising discretion. Ratings are usually made by a 
panel, with predetermined criteria for assessment. 

No matter which kind of examination is used, the selection device should 
be valid. In other words, the score on the examination should predict the level 
of performance on the jo b. Yet for many positions this is difficult to achieve 
and demonstrate. The chief problems in validating examinations are three
fold. First, it is difficult to construct an examination that truly reflects on-the
job conditions. This is especially true for positions involving the exercise of 
interpersonal skills, policy making, and discretion. However, it can also be a 
problem in performance examinations, because the environment in which an 
individual works can affect productivity. Sometimes this problem is addressed 
by distinguishing between job proficiency, that is, the ability to do the work, 
and job performance, the reality of how much work gets done. An example is 
a typist who, although proficient, performs far better in a cubicle alone than 
in an open room where he or she is easily distracted. Although it may be pos
sible to test for this, it may be expensive or impractical to do so. Aspects of the 
work environment-such as noise, degree of privacy, and the extent of time 
pressures-that can affect performance are called situational factors. 

A second problem is that there may be little variation in the scores of 
those who are selected for governmental positions. There are often many more 
applicants than position openings. There have been cases of some 15,000 indi 
viduals applying for fewer than 100 jobs. Under such circumstances it is highly 
likely that those selected will have virtually the same high scores on the exami
nations. When this occurs, it is difficult to validate an examination because 
there is no way of knowing how well someone with a much lower score would 
have performed. Those with lower scores cannot be hired, of course, because 
of the rule of three or a similar approach. An exam may be valid, but the 
problem is that this cannot be demonstrated statistically. This is a serious legal 
problem under equal employment opportunity law when the average scores 
of members of minority groups taking the exam are lower than those of non
minorities, which may signal that the exam is culturally biased (see Box 5.8). 
By bringing in candidates with a wider range of scores, categorical ranking 
should make it easier to validate exams. 

Third, to validate an examination, the level of performance by employees 
who took it must be measured. Again, the objective is to show a relationship 
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between examination score and performance level on the job. If the latter can
not be measured well, validity cannot be demonstrated. Performance appraisal 
is possible for some jobs but extremely difficult in any systematic fashion in 
others. We will have more to say about this momentarily. 

Despite these problems, there is a well-developed set of approaches to 
merit examination validation. The best is the criterion-related approach. It 
seeks to relate examination scores to on-the-job performance in one of two 
ways. First, it may be predictive; that is, it takes the scores of those selected 
and associates them statistically with these employees' on-the-job performance 
at some later time. Predictive validation is difficult to establish for the reasons 
discussed previously. Concurrent validation is a technique that administers 
the examination to those already employed and then seeks to determine the 
statistical relationship between their scores and their performance appraisals. 
The chief virtue is that there may be more variation in scores among those 
taking the examination. However, performance remains difficult to measure 
objectively, and this approach also runs the risk that extraneous factors may 
contribute to an employee's score and performance level. For instance, an 
employee who is well-liked personally and consequently has a high degree of 
self-esteem may obtain a higher score and higher performance appraisal than 
will one who is isolated in and alienated from the workplace-even though 
under neutral social conditions both might score or perform equally. 

By the 1970s, so-called merit examinations were frequently challenged in 
court on the basis that they had disparate racial and ethnic impacts and conse
quently violated equal opportunity law and/or the constitutional right to equal 
protection of the laws. The examinations' discriminatory impact stems in part 
from the inequality of opportunity in society at large, especially in education. 
Such an impact thus flies in the face of equal opportunity and the political 
approach's emphasis on representative government. It may be legally tolerable 
only if the examinations truly are highly predictive of job performance. 

The traditional managerial approach also stresses efficiency and pro
ductivity as the basis for promotion. According to this approach, promotions 
are usually made on the basis of written examinations and/or performance 
appraisals. The promotional examination resembles the merit entrance exami
nation except that it is open only to those employees who qualify for consider
ation for promotion. Performance appraisals are discussed in the next section. 

Promotions remain a controversial aspect of public personnel man
agement. In hierarchical organizations, there are fewer positions at the top 
than at the bottom. Therefore, there is a limit on how high up an employee 
can rise. Promotions tend to be "zero-sum"; that is, one employee's gain 
(promotion) is another's lost opportunity. The competition can be fierce and 
can lead to discord among employees. This is one of the virtues of a written 
promotional examination. As long as the examination is accepted as legiti
mate and fair, it settles the issue without any possibility of favoritism or 
office politics playing a role. Similarly, promotion by seniority, a principle 
often stressed by unions in collective bargaining, tends to minimize discord. 
However, seniority is not necessarily the best indicator of productivity, and 
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consequently the managerial approaches tend to discourage it. Sometimes 
merit-oriented promotion and seniority are combined by restricting the 
opportunity for promotion to those who have been on the job for a given 
number of years. Presumably, in the flexible, flatter (e.g., less hierarchical) 
organizations and broad-banded classification systems favored by the NPM, 
employees (or teams) can be rewarded for the results they produce without 
having to be promoted to new positions. 

Performance Appraisal 
Performance appraisals have gained greater attention since the 1970s, as gov
ernments at all levels have been under public pressure to be more efficient, 
economical, effective, and responsive. The federal Civil Service Reform Act of 
1978 provided for individual performance appraisals. The NPM has a strong 
performance orientation, though where the once pervasive TQM (total quality 
management) is still used performance is not viewed as a product of individual 
ability or effort. Although there is a wide variety of performance appraisal 
techniques, evaluating employee productivity remains problematic. The main 
difficulties are that appraisals reflect varying degrees of subjectivity, that it is 
often impossible to quantify the output of public employees in a meaningful 
fashion, and that there tends to be limited variability in the level of appraisal. 
In the past, 98 percent of federal employees routinely obtained a "satisfactory" 
efficiency rating. Today, many performance appraisal techniques stress a com
bination of self-appraisals, peer ratings, and group or external ratings. The 
more tangible an employee's work product, the greater the probability of 
designing a performance appraisal approach that truly serves to indicate the 
level of that employee's productivity. 

To some extent, public sector performance appraisal is a "process in 
search of a technique. "24 Typically, appraisals are concerned with the perfor
mance factors and employee traits displayed in Box 5.4. However, there are 
several ways of assessing these characteristics. Appraisals are usually done 
by supervisors, peers, the employees themselves, groups, external evaluators, 
or some combination of these. When appraisal is by supervisors, co-workers, 
subordinates, and customers, it is called a "360" (degree) evaluation. The 
techniques strive for objectivity, but where an employee's work is essentially 
qualitative (e.g., writing reports, supervising others, evaluating grant applica
tions, procuring supplies/weaponry), appraisal will inevitably contain subjec
tive judgments. Among the major techniques are: 

1. 	 Rating scales, as in Box 5.4, which are easy to administer, relatively 
inexpensive, clear, and in widespread use. Customer surveys can 
easily use rating scales to assay individual (and/or organizational) 
responsiveness, promptness, politeness, and so forth. 

2. 	 Essay reports focusing on an employee's need for further training and 
his or her potential and ability to obtain results. This technique is time
consummg. 
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Person evaluated __________________ Position __________ 

Location __________________________________ 


Performance Factors 

1. Effectiveness 

2. Use of time and materials 

3. Prompt completion ofwork 

4. Thoroughness 

5. Initiative 

6. Perseverance 

Ethical Considerations 

7. Loyalty to department 

B. Loyalty to peers 

9. Loyalty to subordinates 

10. Sense ofethics 

11. Cooperativeness 

12. Responsibility 

13. Commitment ofservice 

14. Open-mindedness 

Abilities, Skills, and Faculties 

15. Technical skills 

16. Communication skills 

17. Judgment 

lB. Analytical ability 

19. Ability to organize 

20. Ability to inspire and 
influence staff 

21. Ability to inspire and 
influence others than staff 

22. Flexibility and adaptability 

23. Imaginativeness and creativity 

24. Ability to develop subordinates 

25. Breadth ofconcepts 

Outstanding Very Good Satisfactory Unsatisfactory Unknown 

, 

I 

i 

I 
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Date evaluated __________ Evaluator ___________________ 

The above appraisal was reviewed with me on ______________________ 


(Signature ofPerson Evaluated)
Comments _____________________________________ 
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Person Evaluated ______________________ 
Position _________________________ 
Organization Unit _______________________ 
Date ___________________________ 
Evaluator ___________________________________ 
Instructions: Please place a check on the line to the left of the statement that best 
describes this employee. 
This employee __ a. is loyal to his or her supervisor __ b. uses imagination 
and creativity __ c. is thorough and dependable __ d. accepts responsibility 
willingly 

This employee a. completes work promptly and on time b. pays 
much attention to detail __ c. works well under pressure __ d. works well 
without supervisory guidance 

This employee __ a. always looks presentable __ b. shows initiative and 
independence c. works well with others in groups d. produces work 
of high quality 

3. 	 Checklists consisting of statements about the employee's performance. 
The rater checks the most appropriate statements. Some of these may be 
given greater weight than others in reaching an overall appraisaL 

4. 	 Critical incidents, an approach requiring the supervisor to keep a log 
of employees' performance, indicating incidents of both good and poor 
performance. 

5. 	 Forced choice, requiring supervisors to rate employees on the basis 
of descriptive statements. The statements are constructed so that the 
supervisor cannot be certain which ones are most indicative of employee 
performance that the personnel office will deem most desirable. An 
example is presented in Box 5.5. Forced choice enhances objectivity but 
results in evaluations that are difficult for supervisors and employees to 
interpret and use as a means of improving performance. 

6. 	 Ranking or comparing employees to one another. 
7. 	 Forced distribution, requiring the rater to place employees in categories 

such as top 5 percent, next 10 percent, next 25 percent, and so on. 

These techniques have pros and cons in terms of objectivity, usefulness, 
cost, and ease of administration. None is best for all positions and circum
stances. The search for better performance appraisal techniques retains a high 
priority in the managerial approach. The NPM seeks to augment customer 
satisfaction surveys with quantitative, results-oriented performance measures. 
It views most, if not all, of the factors in Box 5.4 as inadequate because their 
relationship to the achievement of results is indirect and unclear. 
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Because there is a tendency for organizations to get what they measure, 
caution is warranted in constructing performance appraisal instruments. For 
instance, if postal clerks are evaluated on courteousness but not on how rapidly 
they complete transactions, productivity may suffer. One approach for dealing 
with this type of problem is to use a "balanced scorecard," which rates per
formance on a variety of factors without ranking their relative importance.25 

Using this approach, postal clerks could be rated for courtesy, speed, accuracy, 
and other key dimensions of their jobs. A clerk who rated high on courtesy, 
but not on speed, would be advised to complete transactions politely, but 
more quickly. 

There is no consensus on whether employees should be evaluated in com
parison to one another, as part of groups or teams, or against their own past 
performance. Evidence suggests that federal employees are more likely to be 
motivated by performance appraisal systems when 1) they believe that perfor
mance standards are fair, 2) better work will be rewarded, and 3) employees 
have higher satisfaction with their supervisors.26 Evidence further indicates that 
linking performance and pay to increased productivity is a complex process. 

Pay 
The managerial approaches stress economy and productivity in determining 
the pay levels of public employees. Pay systems are typically linked to posi
tion classification systems, but they tend to be problematic and controver
sial for a variety of reasons. First, it is held that pay systems should seek to 
motivate employees to be more productive. However, an emerging body of 
research around the concept of Public Service Motivation (PSM) finds that 
public employees are motivated by more than money.27 In this construct, 
public employees have motivations for their choice of employment that are 
1) rational (e.g., working for the government is the most effective way to 
achieve a change in a public policy issue), 2) normative (e.g., a family tradi
tion of military service), and 3) affective (e.g., a deep belief that public service 
is a worthy career that sates an emotional attachment to being involved in a 
policy area). Public employment is not merely a means to the end of receiving 
a paycheck. Therefore, similar to Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory (see Chapter 
4), to motivate employees managers may need to focus on issues of employee 
advancement, responsibility, and job enrichment and not just focus on pay 
(a hygiene factor that decreases job dissatisfaction). 

To the extent that pay is a motivator, governments should seek to estab
lish a clear link between an employee's performance rating and his or her level 
of pay. In some jurisdictions, efforts are made to grant increases in the pay of 
public employees largely on the basis of increased productivity. The major dif
ficulties in this regard seem to be twofold. On the one hand, merit payor pay 
for greater productivity is most suitable to positions where the worker's output 
is tangible and measurable. Benchmarking, revenue production, and other mea
sures can be more readily used in these contexts. Word processing and a vari
ety of other governmental jobs lend themselves to productivity measurement. 

http:money.27
http:supervisors.26
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But jobs involving a qualitative output and the exercise of discretion tend to be 
unsuited to meaningful productivity measurement. For instance, how can the 
productivity of administrative law judges and hearing examiners be assessed? 
Although we could measure the time it takes them to reach and write opinions, 
what we are interested in is the quality of those decisions in terms of justice 
and the public interest. Within broad limits, we care little whether one such 
employee hears more cases per year than another does. We would probably 
be more concerned if one administrative law judge is overturned on appeal 
to a higher level reviewing body or court far more frequently than others are. 
However, that is something that would have to be evaluated over a period of 
several years and, consequently, could not be the basis for annual pay deci
sions. The NPM favors evaluating employees based on their customer service 
ratings and contributions to achieving results considered central to an agency's 
goals as established by strategic planning or other means. It is often good man
agerial practice for an employee and his or her supervisor to discuss appropri
ate performance goals and ways of assessing progress toward them. Various 
peer review systems also help assess performance. 

Pay is also complicated by the desire to make it comparable with pay 
in the private sector. An employee in the public sector should earn what he 
or she would earn if doing the same work in the private sector. In the fed
eral government, comparability is assessed on the basis of a survey done by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The survey presents some challenging technical 
problems, but the main difficulty is that there are not true private equivalents 
for a large number of public sector jobs. Again, the problem is the qualitative 
aspect. Many of the features of a typical bureau chief's job can be compared 
to those of private sector executives-but the public sector job is ultimately 
different because for the most part it does not sell products or services and 
it involves qualitative questions about public policy and the public interest. 
Unlike the private sector, it is also bound by constitutional law in dealing with 
its employees and customers. To pay a bureau chief on the basis of the number 
of employees he or she supervises rather than on the basis of his or her devel
opment and implementation of effective public policies in the public interest 
according to the rule of law is to miss the main dimension of the job. Compa
rability also encompasses the variation in costs-of-living and labor costs from 
locality to locality. Employees in expensive areas can be compensated at a 
higher rate than others in identical positions. 

Comparability refers to wage and salary rates among different employers 
and in different regions. Comparable worth concerns the pay rates for differ
ent occupations by the same employer. The Equal Pay Act of 1963 prohibits 
pay differentials based on sex for employees performing similar jobs under 
similar working conditions. However, it does not prohibit different rates of 
pay to men and women if they are not in the same jobs. The concept of com
parable worth seeks to extend the principles of comparability and equal pay 
to situations in which men and women are performing dissimilar jobs that f 

nonetheless could be considered of equal value to an employer. The concept 

Grade Step 1 

1 17803 
2 20017 
3 21840 
4 24518 
5 27431 
6 30577 
7 33979 
8 37631 
9 41563 

10 45771 
11 50287 
12 60274 
13 71674 
14 84697 
15 99628 

Source: http://feder 
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Within 
Grade 

Grade Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8 Step 9 Step 10 Amounts 

1 17803 18398 18990 19579 20171 20519 21104 21694 21717 22269 Varies 
2 20017 20493 21155 21717 21961 22607 23253 23899 24545 25191 Varies 
3 21840 22568 23296 24024 24752 25480 26208 26936 27664 28392 728 
4 24518 25335 26152 26969 27786 28603 29420 30237 31054 31871 817 
5 27431 28345 29259 30173 31087 32001 32915 33829 34743 35657 914 
6 30577 31596 32615 33634 34653 35672 36691 37710 38729 39748 1019 
7 33979 35112 36245 37378 38511 39644 40777 41910 43043 44176 1133 
8 37631 38885 40139 41393 42647 43901 45155 46409 47663 48917 1254 
9 41563 42948 44333 45718 47103 48488 49873 51258 52643 54028 1385 

10 45771 47297 48823 50349 51875 53401 54927 56453 57979 59505 1526 
11 50287 51963 53639 55315 56991 58667 60343 62019 63695 65371 1676 
12 60274 62283 64292 66301 68310 70319 72328 74337 76346 78355 2009 
13 71674 74063 76452 78841 81230 83619 86008 88397 90786 93175 2389 
14 84697 87520 90343 93166 95989 98812 101635 104458 107281 110104 2823 
15 99628 102949 106270 109591 112912 116233 119554 122875 126196 129517 3321 

Source: http://federaljobs.netlsalarybase.htm (accessed June 4, 2013). 

of comparable worth is especially important to an employer whose workforce 
has a high degree of occupational segregation by sex. Los Angeles and the 
states of Minnesota, New York, New Mexico, Iowa, and South Dakota were 
among the first jurisdictions to institute comparable worth. 

"Pay caps" are another complication. At the federal level Congress has 
been loath to allow civil servants' pay to exceed its own (about $174,000 
per year for rank and file members; the leadership positions receive $20-50 
thousand more). Because Congress is skittish about raising its own pay, this 
can effectively cap the pay of SES members at one level for years. A table of 
General Schedule pay for 2012 is presented in Box 5.6. GS levels have 10 pay 
steps, which allow for pay increases and differences within grades. In many 
state and local governments and in some federal agencies, such as the U.S. 
Postal Service, pay is set primarily through collective bargaining (discussed 
later in this chapter). 

Determining levels of public sector pay is complicated much further by 
politics. Politicians' electoral campaigns and taxpayers' dissatisfaction with 
government have often focused on the "bloated, unproductive" public sector. 
When inflation is rampant or budgets seem to defy balance or cities tread 
on the verge of bankruptcy, freezing or cutting the pay of public employees 
has become almost a reflexive response. Such freezes or reductions serve as 

http://federaljobs.netlsalarybase.htm
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indicators of the politicians' toughness and seem to offer the taxpayers some 
relief. Yet it is unclear why public employees should bear the brunt of fighting 
inflation or be penalized for providing services-such as police and fire protec
tion and education-clearly in the public's interest. Whatever the sensibility 
of the "bash the bureaucrat" syndrome, however, public employees' pay is 
vulnerable in difficult economic times. 

Finally, in considering the pay of public employees, calculations should 
include fringe benefits and pensions, both of which are often substantially 
greater in the public sector than among compara bly salaried employees in the 
private sector. Recent presidents have favored basing public employees' com
parability on "total compensation," which includes fringe benefits. 

Workforce Planning 
It was anticipated that between 2006 and 2010, more than 18 percent of the 
federal workforce would retire.28 Such a departure of personnel leads to the 
loss of much "institutional memory" in many government agencies and places 
great financial stress on federal employee retirement benefit programs. And 
this is just the tip of the iceberg. In 2007, it was predicted that "Over the next 
10 years, 60% of people in the federal workforce will be eligible to retire. 
More than likely, 40% of these individuals will retire when they are first eli
gible."29 Can their skills be replaced, and if so, how? 

Workforce planning is an effort to match an agency's projected need for 
various categories of skills with the availability of employees and applicants 
who can supply those skills. Assessing the future need for skills is especially 
precarious in the public sector. Agency budgets are generally controlled by 
legislatures on an annual or biennial cycle and are difficult to predict. Unfore
seeable political and economic changes can have a major impact on agency 
spending. Agencies may also be required to take on new functions and drop 
or outsource older ones with little warning. For many agencies, projections of 
more than 12 months are impractical. 

Workforce planning can focus on specific skills or look toward wider 
needs, such as succession into top-level career managerial or executive posi
tions. It is obviously complex and subject to miscalculation. However, work
force planning is now a core HRM function, embraced by both the traditional 
managerial and NPM approaches as a substantial contributor to cost-effective 
public administration. 

Cutbacks 
From the late 1970s to the present, the desire to reduce the public sector pay
roll in an effort to reduce taxes, avoid deficits, and stimulate economic growth 
in the private sector has led to periodic widespread reductions-in-force (RIFs) 
in the public service. The managerial approaches stress the need to cut the least 
productive employees and services first and to outsource or terminate func
tions that can be supplied as well or better by the private sector. In addition, 
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the NPM favors cutting managers and supervisors in the interest of empower
ing employees. 

Like promotions, cutbacks are controversial and problematic because 
there are clear winners and losers. The main approaches to cutbacks involve 
(1) providing some employees with greater protection than others, such as vet
erans or more senior employees; (2) relying on attrition; (3) offering "buyouts" 
and "early" retirements as incentives for employees to leave the public sec
tor voluntarily; and (4) employing "across-the-board" cuts among all levels 
of employees and all governmental functions. "Job sharing," or splitting one 
position between two or more part-time employees, has also gained attention. 
As the managerial approach argues, the main problem with these processes is 
that they may not lead to cuts where they are most desirable from an organi
zational standpoint. There have even been instances where early retirements 
have led to the separation of highly valued and necessary employees who sub
sequently had to be replaced or rehired on contracts, netting the government 
little, if any, savings. 

Quality of Work Life (QWL) 
Contemporary HRM is highly cognizant of the desirability of helping employ
ees integrate their work lives with their personal lives. QWL programs and 
benefits seek to make public sector workplaces family-friendly, promote 
employee wellness, and provide employee assistance for alcohol and substance 
abuse and similar problems. Interest in QWL is largely driven by the prob
lems governments face in competing with the private sector for employees and 
the changing nature of the workforce-particularly increased participation by 
women, which is sometimes referred to as the feminization of the workforce. 3o 

America's aging population also puts new pressures for elder care on middle
aged and older employees who are likely to make up the ranks of senior-level 
managerial and executive positions. 

The federal Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 allows eligible 
employees to take up to 12 weeks of unpaid leave a year for personal health 
problems, childbirth, adoption, and care of children, elderly parents, or ill 
spouses. Additional QWL measures include the following: 

• Flexible work schedules 
• Telecommuting 
• On-site day care 
• Job sharing 
• Health and fitness programs 
• Counseling for substance abuse and other antisocial or self-destructive 


behaviors. 


The NPR promoted family-friendly policies through OPM, including 
encouraging employees to use up to five days of their paid sick leave annually 
to devote to family care . 

http:workforce.3o
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Political Neutrality 
Running throughout the managerial approaches to public personnel adminis
tration is the concept that the civil service should be politically neutral in a par
tisan sense. Managerially oriented public administration holds that to a large 
extent the public sector faces the same kinds of organizational and managerial 
conditions and problems that the private sector faces and that partisanship has 
no legitimate place in the vast majority of public personnel and managerial 
decisions. The notion that functions such as street paving and sanitation are 
inherently nonpartisan is illustrative. The functions of the public sector in this 
view have much to do with the public interest and little to do with the immedi
ate electoral interests of political parties. To a large extent, the contemporary 
concept of political neutrality grew out of the 19th-century civil service reform 
movement and was a reaction to the abuses of the spoils system. Not only can 
the mixing of partisanship and personnel be seen to impede efficiency and fos
ter corruption, it also can symbolize a perversion of the public interest, leading 
the citizenry to believe that the public service is engaged in the promotion of its 
own narrow partisan interests. 

At the federal level, regulations for political neutrality are embodied in 
the Hatch Act. The original act, passed in 1939, prohibited employees from 
taking an active part in political management or partisan political campaigns. 
In 1993, the act was revised at the urging of federal employee unions, which 
considered it too restrictive. Most employees are now allowed to engage in a 
wide variety of campaign activities, including giving speeches, holding offices 
in political organizations, stuffing envelopes and making telephone calls, and 
distributing campaign literature. The main remaining restrictions deal with 
soliciting money for partisan political purposes. The 1993 revision does not 
apply to the Senior Executive Service; administrative law judges; several law 
enforcement positions; and agencies with defense, intelligence, or other mis
sions that could be compromised by public displays of partisanship, such as 
the MSPB and the Federal Election Commission. Many state and local govern
ments also have political neutrality regulations. 

The main difficulty with political neutrality regulations is that they do 
not specify precisely what they prohibit. Some of the restrictions are clear, 
but it is not always evident when a political statement crosses a forbidden 
line. For instance, under the original Hatch Act, federal employees were dis
ciplined for such behavior as stating "unsubstantiated facts about the ances
try of a candidate" (calling him an SOB?), failing to "discourage a spouse's 
political activity," and voicing "disapproval of treatment of veterans while 
acting as a Legion officer at a closed [American] Legion meeting. "31 Uncer
tainty may tend to inhibit public employees' freedom of speech more than is 
necessary to promote the value of partisan neutrality in the public service. 
Although political neutrality regulations place substantial limitations on 
public employees' political rights, they also protect employees from being 
coerced by elected officials and political executives to engage in partisan 
activities. 
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Despite their interference with public employees' constitutional rights 
under the First and Fourteenth Amendments, the Supreme Court has upheld 
the constitutionality of regulations for political neutrality in no uncertain 
terms.32 In its view, legislatures have the power to establish such restrictions 
because they promote the legitimate objectives of creating and maintaining an 
efficient and nonpartisan civil service. 

The political approach to public personnel administration stresses radically 
different values than do the managerial approaches and leads to an emphasis 
on different techniques and considerations. Its underlying value is to maximize 
the responsiveness of the public sector workforce to political officials and to 
the public at large (not as individual customers). The political approach deem
phasizes the analogy between public and private employment and stresses the 
extent to which the public service is public. According to this approach, what 
is most significant about the public sector is that it makes and implements 
public policy, provides public goods and services that cannot or should not be 
supplied by the private sector, and is an integral part of a constitutional system 
of government. 

Responsiveness 
The quest for responsiveness has taken several forms. The central idea is that 
public employees should use their positions to advance the general political 
goals being pursued by the elected component of government and the politi
cal community as a whole. Concern with responsiveness reflects the view 
that public administration is not a politically neutral, technical, managerial 
endeavor but rather has to be considered in terms of the political choices fac
ing the nation. 

The most outstanding effort to ensure responsiveness was reliance on 
the widespread use of political patronage in recruiting, selecting, and promot
ing public employees. Patronage does much to ensure the responsiveness of 
public administrators to the public: The people elect political officials who 
espouse a political program outlined in a party platform, and then the elected 
officials appoint public administrators sympathetic to the party's policies. This 
promotes administrative responsiveness to elected officials and, by extension, 
to the public. Moreover, in patronage systems public employees have no civil 
service or other job tenure and the ability of elected officials to fire, reassign, 
or promote public administrators almost at will comes close to assuring that 
the administrators will not oppose or resist the programs of the political offi
cials. In other words, patronage can be used to instill accountability. But today 
in the United States, as noted earlier, patronage-based personnel actions are 
generally unconstitutional abridgments of public employees' freedom of belief 
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and association. Still, the Supreme Court's patronage decisions summarized in 
Box 2.8 do not take politics out of the public service completely. 

Some of the arrangements in the Federal Civil Service Reform Act of 
1978 seek to bring a permissible amount of political responsiveness into the 
federal personnel system. The Senior Executive Service is composed predomi
nantly of top-ranking career civil servants. By law, 10 percent of allocated 
positions in the SES can be purely political (patronage) appointees. Members 
of the SES can be reassigned, voluntarily transferred from agency to agency, 
given different kinds of work, and reduced in grade with far greater flexibility 
than can most federal career civil servants. They are subject neither to the posi
tion classification system nor to the normal adverse action system for demo
tions based on poor performance. The rationale behind the SES was in large 
part to make these high-ranking administrative officials responsive to political 
executives. In addition, it was thought that moving SES members from bureau 
to bureau and possibly from agency to agency would enable them to develop 
a broader concept of the public interest, one that was not overly support
ive of the aims of any particular interest group. Aside from affording these 
administrators new opportunities and challenges, the act made them eligible 
for financial bonuses in return for sacrificing some of the job security they had 
previously held. 

The 1978 reform act also seeks to ensure some continuity in the higher 
civil service by prohibiting the involuntary reassignment of members of the 
SES within 120 days of the appointment of a new political executive in a 
supervisory position over them. The act also requires that 70 percent of the 
positions in the SES be filled with individuals with not less than five years of 
current, continuous administrative service. 

The effort to assure responsiveness has also led to other kinds of ideo
logical and political screening. At various times in the nation's history, for 
instance, the loyalty of public employees to the United States has been the 
subject of investigation. The most elaborate loyalty-security program existed 
in the late 1940s and early 1950s, a period referred to as "McCarthyism" after 
Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin. During part of that time, the loy
alty of every federal employee and applicant was subject to question. Loyalty 
was defined largely in terms of adhering to an uninformed anticommunism, a 
rather repressive, limited political vision. In retrospect, had not so many lives 
been damaged by the program and had not the creativity of the federal service 
suffered so badly, the fetish with loyalty-security would be easily dismissed 
as aberrant. After all, seeking social equity, engaging in premarital sex, sup
porting racial integration and the recognition of "red" (mainland) China, and 
reading high-quality newspapers are no longer considered even remote indica
tors of disloyalty, though they were subject to investigation then. 33 However, 
at the time there was a real fear in Congress and the society at large that fed
eral employees were not responsive to the dominant values of the American 
political community and that they would use their positions to undermine the 
goals being sought by elected officials. 
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Representativeness 
The political approach to public administration stresses the value of repre
sentativeness. Administrative agencies are considered to be political, policy
making institutions that exercise governmental power. One line of thought is 
that this power can be controlled and channeled in the public interest if public 
employees and agencies are representative of the political community at large. 
Representativeness is related to responsiveness because it is assumed that a 
representative public service will have perspectives on questions of public pol
iey similar to those of the majority in the legislature and in the electorate.34 In 
public personnel administration, the quest for representativeness historically 
has centered on the need to select public administrators socially and/or politi
cally representative of the nation's general population. The Pendleton Act of 
1883 even included a provision for apportioning civil service appointments in 
the District of Columbia by the appointees' state of residency and according to 
the relative size of the states' populations. The political approach's emphasis 
on representation sometimes brings it into conflict with the traditional mana
gerial perspective. 

Today the quest for representativeness in public bureaucracies is mani
fested to the greatest extent in a concern with equal employment opportunity 
(EEO). One justification for such programs is that equal opportunity contrib
utes to distributive and social justice; EEO is fair and ought to be practiced for 
that reason. Another justification notes a connection between the social repre
sentativeness of a public bureaucracy and its representativeness in a political 
and policy sense. Although the existing links between social background and 
the policy behavior of public administrators are not fully understood, some 
governmental policy makers have sought greater social representation in the 
federal bureaucracy on the assumption that there is a close connection between 
the twO. 35 Another aspect of the theory of representative bureaucracy stresses 
that the allegiance of various social groups to the government can be enhanced 
by including their members in all institutions of public power, including 
administrative agencies. Finally, it is sometimes argued that government serves 
as an example (or model employer) for the society at large and that therefore 
its behavior has widespread ramifications for private personnel practices and 
the general treatment of groups. The federal government and many states prize 
social diversity in their civil services and want their governments to "look like 
America" in President Bill Clinton's memorable phrase.36 Consequently, EEO 
has emerged as a central element of public personnel administration. 

Equal employment opportunity began to emerge as a major personnel 
concern in the 1940s, when the first program for nondiscrimination was estab
lished in the federal government. The program was introduced against a back
ground of rampant racial discrimination and segregation in the federal service. 
By the 1960s EEO was a central programmatic effort in the personnel field. 
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 placed the policy of establishing EEO in federal 
personnel management on the basis of statute. The Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Act of 1972 strengthened this commitment and extended it to state and 
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local governments, many of which had their own programs earlier. The Fed
eral Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 further strengthened the commitment to 
EEO by making a socially representative federal workforce a policy objective. 

The main reason why an EEO program is necessary is that traditional 
managerially oriented public personnel administration neither produced 
socially representative bureaucracies nor prevented racial, ethnic, gender, and 
religious discrimination. The managerial quest for efficiency and a smoothly 
functioning public administration sometimes served as a rationale for blatant 
discrimination. When Woodrow Wilson extended the practice of racial segre
gation in the federal service, he claimed that it would reduce social "friction" 
that interfered with administrative operations.37 More important, merit exami
nations for a wide range of careers, including police, fire, sanitation, and gen
eral administration, all too frequently manifested an adverse disparate impact 
on African Americans, Hispanics, and perhaps Native Americans. Many civil 
rights activists considered the merit system to be the major barrier to equal 
opportunity and a socially representative public workforce. 

Women, too, have faced a host of barriers to equal employment oppor
tunity. In the past they were excluded from many positions in law enforcement 
and from positions requiring travel with male coworkers. The latter exclusion 
was based on a fear of "moral dangers." Until the 1970s, pregnancy could 
legally be a basis for discrimination. MSPB studies in 1980 and 1994 found 
high levels of sexual harassment of women in the federal service. More than 
40 percent of women and 15-20 percent of men reported being sexually 
harassed in the workplace. Only recently have women, like minorities, gained 
substantial representation in the SES. 

Equal employment opportunity and representativeness also encom
pass those with disabilities. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 is 
a landmark in this regard. 38 It covers individuals who have physical or men
tal impairments that substantially limit at least one of life's major activities 
or who are regarded as having such impairments. The act's basic principle 
requires employers to make reasonable accommodations for qualified indi
viduals to whom it applies. This can include making workplaces accessible, 
restructuring jobs, modifying schedules, adjusting or acquiring equipment, and 
providing interpreters and readers. Under federal Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Commission regulations, employers may not initiate discussions about 
disabilities with job applicants. Employers should begin processing requests 
for reasonable accommodations as soon as they are made, must provide rea
sons in writing for denials, and should use dispute resolution procedures to 
address contested denials. In July 2000, President Bill Clinton directed the 
agencies collectively to hire 100,000 people with disabilities during the next 
five years.39 Overall, about 7 percent of all federal workers have disabilities. 
On the tenth anniversary of Clinton's directive, President Barack Obama 
issued Executive Order 13548,40 mandating "Increasing Federal Employment 
of Individuals With Disabilities" and charging the Office of Personnel Man
agement, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Department of Labor, 
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and Office of Management and Budget with developing strategies, including 
the use of numerical targets, for so doing. 

Since the 1960s public personnel programs have made a commitment 
to and efforts at establishing greater EEO. For the most part, this commit
ment is manifested in personnel activities intended to (1) reach all segments of 
the population in recruitment efforts; (2) eliminate artificial barriers to equal 
opportunity, such as height and weight requirements; (3) eliminate racial or 
ethnic bias from merit examinations; (4) establish upward-mobility training 
programs for minority and female employees; and (5) eliminate all vestiges 
of discriminatory thinking and practice from the entire gamut of person
nel actions, including promotions, assignments, and position classifications. 
Although these principles are usually focused most on women and members of 
minority groups (primarily African Americans, Hispanics, indigenous North 
American peoples, Asian Americans, and Pacific Islanders), they also apply 
to persons with disabilities. About a dozen states also prohibit discrimination 
based on sexual orientation. 

Two broad techniques have emerged to achieve these objectives. One 
is the EEO Complaint System and related opportunities for litigation in the 
courts. Contemporary complaint systems seek to provide a quick resolution 
of problems related to prohibited discrimination. They stress informal resolu
tion and corrective action. However, when neither of these is forthcoming, a 
complaint system is likely to provide for elaborate adjudicatory hearings at 
which both sides can present evidence, testify, and seek to rebut the other. To 
be credible, complaint systems must also offer sufficient remedies, including 
back pay, promotion, desired training, and other personnel actions. Moreover, 
discriminatory supervisors must be disciplined. 

Although in the abstract complaint systems often appear eminently fair, 
in practice they tend to be problematic and to generate anxiety. The most vex
ing difficulty has been resolving complaints on a timely basis. Supervisors also 
contend that they are inadequately protected against frivolous or misguided 
complaints and cannot do their jobs under the threat of such actions. Com
plainants have frequently voiced the view that complaint systems are not truly 
impartial, but rather tend to favor management.41 

The second technique for achieving EEO has been the use of affirma
tive action.42 This has been far more controversial and continues to divide 
American society. Philosophically, affirmative action represents a departure 
from traditional concepts of equal opportunity. Rather than seeking to assure 
equal opportunity to compete for civil service positions, affirmative action 
seeks to assure equality in the outcome of the competition for those positions. 
Proponents of affirmative action usually argue that, at the least, members 
of groups that were thoroughly discriminated against in the past should be 
entitled to special, compensatory treatment until the effects of earlier prac
tices have been eliminated. Such preferences may include special recruitment 
and promotion efforts, preferential allocation of training opportunities, and 
reevaluation of position classification systems to facilitate the upward mobility 
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of people belonging to those groups. Opponents of affirmative action usu
ally argue that it constitutes "reverse discrimination" against white males and 
undercuts the merit system. 

Public sector affirmative action is now substantially constrained by the 
Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection clause. Contemporary equal protec
tion analysis subjects all racial and ethnic classifications to strict judicial scru
tiny, regardless of whether the intent is to help minorities.43 A heavy burden 
of persuasion falls on the government involved to show a compelling interest 
for using the classifications and to demonstrate that they are narrowly tailored 
to serve that interest. Gender classifications are constitutional if they are sub
stantially related to the achievement of important governmental objectives, a 
somewhat weaker test. (Equal protection analysis is discussed in greater detail 
in Chapter 11.) 

To date the Supreme Court has held that quotas (more drastic than goals 
and timetables) can be used to remedy egregious past, proven, illegal, and/or 
unconstitutional racial discrimination in public sector hiring.44 Quotas favor
ing minorities in layoffs and reductions-in-force are likely to be illegal and/ 
or unconstitutional because they are not narrowly tailored; they cause non
minority employees to be dismissed according to racial or ethnic criteria.45 

The Court has upheld the legality (but not the constitutionality) of affirmative 
action that is voluntary (that is, not imposed as a remedy for past proven dis
crimination) in promotions.46 

In recent years, public displays of religion have become common in 
American life, including among public employees. Civil rights law and EEO 
regulations prohibit religious discrimination, but some religious practices can 
be disruptive of office routines. The courts have not yet developed a com
prehensive set of guidelines for determining which religious behavior in the 
workplace is protected and which is not. President Clinton issued a memo that 
may provide useful guidance to administrators in jurisdictions without com
prehensive rules (see Box 5.7). 

... THE LEGAL A pPROACH TO PUBLIC PERSONNEL 
ADMINISTRATION 

The legal approach to public personnel administration places the constitu
tional relationship between citizen and government above the relationship 
between public employer and employee. It focuses on and values highly the 
rights and liberties of individual public employees and applicants for civil ser
vice jobs. It particularly emphasizes the need for fair and equitable procedures 
in adverse personnel actions and other situations in which an employee or 
applicant stands to lose or be denied something valuable to him or her. More
over, the legal approach emphasizes the need for equal protection of the laws 
and consequently opposes racial, ethnic, gender, and some other forms of dis
crimination. By and large, this approach to public personnel administration 
stands in contrast to the managerial and political approaches. Its expansive 
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Guiding Principles: 	 in many circumstances-for 
example, when work schedules1. Federal agencies should permit 
interfere with Sabbath or other

employees to engage in personal 
religious holiday observances 

religious expression in the 
or when work rules prevent 

workplace to the greatest extent 
an employee from wearing 

possible, consistent with efficiency 
religiously compelled dress. 

and the requirements of law. 
Once again, governmental 

2. Agencies may not discriminate in 
interests in workplace efficiency 

any aspect of employment on the 
may be at stake in such cases. 

basis of religion. Agencies are 
But an agency ... must always

obligated to prevent supervisors 
accommodate an employee'sor employees from engaging in 
religious practice in the absence 

harassment based on religion or 
of nonspeculative costs and

creating a hostile environment 
may need to accommodate such

through insult or ridicule of 
practice even when doing so will 

religious beliefs or practices. 
impose some hardship on the

3. Agencies must reasonably 
agency's operations. 

accommodate employees' 
religious practices. The need Source: Weekly Compilation of Presidential 
for accommodation arises Documents, vol. 33 : 1246--1248. 

view of employee rights and due process weakens the traditional managerial 
approach's reliance on hierarchical control and direction of public employees. 
It may also confound NPM efforts to deregulate public personnel manage
ment. Supreme Court decisions have also created constitutional barriers to 
patronage practices and affirmative action that have undercut the value of rep
resentation as asserted by the political approach. The courts have also handed 
down decisions making loyalty-security programs, such as those of the 1940s 
and 1950s, difficult to establish within constitutional grounds. At some points, 
however, the political and legal approaches are in greater agreement, such as 
in the realm of EEO and equal access to civil service jobs. 

The Constitutional Rights of Public 
Employees and Applicants 
In the early 1950s some federal civil servants were dismissed from their 
employment on the grounds that a reasonable doubt existed as to their loyalty 
to the United States. Prior to dismissal, an employee might have gone through 
a hearing before a Loyalty Review Board. The members of the board would be 
furnished, by the FBI or the CSC, with information impugning the loyalty of 
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the employee. The information would come from informants unknown to the 
board, and the statements might be unsworn. The employee was not afforded 
a right to confrontation and cross-examination of these adverse "witnesses." 
In one case that reached the Supreme Court, part of the evidence against an 
employee was that she had written a letter to the Red Cross protesting the 
segregation of blood by race for social-not medical-reasons. A lower court 
decision, affirmed by an equally divided Supreme Court, held that although 
justice seemed to have been compromised, "the plain hard fact" was that 
there was no constitutional prohibition on the dismissal of public employees 
because of their political beliefs, activities, or affiliations.47 In other words, 
public employees had few constitutionally protected civil rights and liberties, 
and consequently, it was not necessary to develop elaborate procedures to pro
tect them against misguided and damaging dismissals. 

By the 1970s the Supreme Court indicated that it had "fully and finally" 
rejected "the concept that constitutional rights turn upon whether a govern
mental benefit is characterized as a 'right' or as a 'privilege."'48 Instead, the 
Court declared that public employees do indeed have constitutional rights 
and that these rights cannot be "chilled," abridged, violated, or denied simply 
because the individual works for the civil service (see Chapter 11). However, 
governments have greater leeway in regulating employees than citizens at large 
because "the government's interest in achieving its goals as effectively and effi
ciently as possible is elevated from a relatively subordinate interest when it 
acts as a sovereign [in dealing with ordinary citizens] to a significant one when 
it acts as employer. "49 Where there is some infringement on the constitutional 
rights of public employees today, such as in the area of political neutrality, 
the government is required to demonstrate that such limitations are directly 
related to the necessities of the workplace or serve some overriding value, such 
as good, nonpartisan government. 

A comprehensive treatment of the contemporary constitutional rights of 
public employees as they affect public personnel management would take vol
umes. Here we will identify some of the most outstanding instances of judicial 
involvement in public personnel. One of these is in the area of procedural due 
process, which addresses the fairness of the procedures under which a public 
employee is subjected to an adverse personnel action. Today public employees 
are likely to have a constitutional (not only statutory or administrative) right 
to a hearing in adverse actions if (1) the basis of those actions is the exercise of 
an ordinary constitutional right, such as freedom of association; (2) the action 
is likely to damage the employee's reputation, such as labeling him or her dis
honest or immoral; (3) there is something about the employee (age perhaps) 
or the job (possibly highly specialized) that would drastically reduce the civil 
servant's future employability if dismissed; or (4) the employee holds a con
tractual, tenure, or other "property interest" in the job.50 

The legal approach to public personnel administration places a strong 
emphasis on adversary procedure. Hearings are usually before impartial 
examiners and may be so elaborate that they resemble courtroom procedure. 
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Appeals may go to independent boards such as the MSPB and EEOC. Employee 
and employer (supervisor) are pitted against one another at the hearing, yet 
at the same time, or in the future, they may have to work together. In some 
respects, elaborate hearings are inappropriate from managerial perspectives. 
They seriously compromise control and direction through the exercise of hier
archical authority, and they exaggerate the adversary relations between super
ordinates and subordinates. The extent to which the legal approach dominates 
the procedure for dismissals is evident from the fact that managers need to 
build their cases for dismissal, rather than only assert that in their judgment 
dismissal is warranted. Removals can also be complicated by EEO antidiscrim
ination regulations and by grievance procedures negotiated through collective 
bargaining. 

Freedom of expression is another area in which the courts have dramati
cally changed the nature of public personnel administration. Today public 
employees have a broad constitutional right to engage in "whistle-blowing"; that 
is, they are relatively free to speak out as citizens on matters of public concern, 
including waste, abuse, fraud, corruption, dangers to the public health or safety, 
or misguided policy in the public service. The major limitation is that employees' 
speech or written reports and documents that are part of a work assignment lack 
First Amendment protection. 51 Their right to disseminate whistle blower infor
mation to the public is protected even if their statements are inaccurate (unless 
the employee knows they are false or displays a reckless disregard for truth or 
falsity). The right to "whistle-blow" recognizes that a public employee's ulti
mate loyalty should be to the public rather than to a specific agency or manager. 
Consequently, it places strains on efforts to promote efficiency through loyalty 
to the organization and strict obedience to agency leadership.52 

Developments in the area of freedom of association have also been revo
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lutionary. The courts have declared that public employees have a constitutional 
right to join organizations, including labor unions. This reversed a policy fol
lowed by some states that outlawed public sector labor organizations. More
over, it has fostered the development of elaborate collective bargaining in the 
public sector-a development that radically changes public personnel man
agement, as we will soon consider. Further, the Supreme Court has held that 
public employees cannot constitutionally be compelled to join organizations, 
including political parties and labor unions . 

The judiciary has handed down a number of decisions that protect the 
broad constitutional liberties of public employees. Among the most important 
are those dealing with mandatory maternity leaves. The traditional manageri
ally oriented practice required a woman to begin a maternity leave well before 
the expected date of birth of her child. This made it possible to plan for a 
replacement employee for her and also was thought to assure that her physical 
condition would not interfere with her ability to perform her job. However, 
the Supreme Court found such rationales to be unsatisfactory.53 It held that 
unless the maternity leave is geared to the woman's medical condition, that 
is, her ability to do her job, or begins late in the term of a normal pregnancy, 
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it constitutes an unconstitutional infringement on a woman's liberty to choose 
whether to have a child. 

The courts have also been active in determining the constitutionality of 
random drug testing of public employees. In National Treasury Union v. Von 
Raab (1989),54 the Supreme Court found no Fourth Amendment barrier to 
testing customs agents, who are involved in drug interdiction, among other 
activities. A related decision upheld the constitutionality of drug testing for 
those in public safety positions.55 Today random drug testing is widespread 
not only among law enforcement and public safety personnel but also among 
those who work in sensitive policy areas or even in close proximity to the 
president and perhaps other top-level officials at all levels of government. In 
2001 the State Department placed about half its 26,000 employees in its ran
dom testing pool. Overall the federal government conducted 257,576 tests, 
which yielded 1,345 positive results for a hit rate of 0.52 percent. The cost was 
almost $32 million, or $23,637 per positive test result.56 

The legal approach has had an important impact on equal employment 
opportunity. The judiciary has played a significant role in establishing stan
dards for determining what kinds of personnel practices constitute unconsti
tutional violations of the right to equal protection of the laws. Today, under 
Supreme Court rulings, a personnel practice having an adverse impact on a 
specific social group will not be unconstitutional unless it manifests a discrimi
natory purpose. However, where courts have found discriminatory treatment 
to be unconstitutional, they have sometimes responded with far-reaching 
intervention in public personnel administration. They have found several merit 
examinations to be unacceptable and have required jurisdictions to develop 
new procedures for hiring, promoting, and laying off employees.57 Box 5.8 
illustrates how complex contemporary EEO can be from a legal perspective. 

The Liability and Immunity of Public Employees 
The mere declaration of constitutional or legal rights does not ensure their 
enforcement. Independent enforcement mechanisms may be necessary when 
new legal or constitutional rights are established. This is especially true when 
these rights stand in contravention of long-standing administrative, politi
cal, or social practice. The constitutional barrier to patronage dismissals is a 
good example. Thus far, the judiciary has tended to promote enforcement of 
employees' constitutional rights through two types of approaches. One, as dis
cussed earlier, is the requirement of procedural due process in adverse actions. 
The other can be described briefly but has far-reaching ramifications. 

In the 1970s the Supreme Court expanded the scope of public employees' 
liability in civil suits for damages for violating an individual's constitutional 
rights. These are known as constitutional tort suits, that is, civil suits seeking 
compensation for injuries to constitutional rights. But the individual whose 
rights have been violated may be another public servant. At the state and local 
levels, if a supervisor, public personnel administrator, or other official vio
lates a subordinate's "clearly established ... constitutional rights of which a 
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Ricci v. DeStefano (2009) presented the Supreme 
Court with a case that illustrates the complexity of 
public sector equal employment opportunity law. 
As the Court explained: 

In 2003, 118 New Haven [CT] firefighters took 
examinations to qualify for promotion to the 
rank of lieutenant or captain. Promotion exami
nations in New Haven ... were infrequent, so 
the stakes were high. The results would deter
mine which firefighters would be considered for 
promotions during the next two years, and the 
order in which they would be considered. Many 
firefighters studied for months, at considerable 
personal and financial cost. 

When the examination results showed that 
white candidates had outperformed minority 
candidates, the mayor and other local politi
cians opened a public debate that turned rancor
ous. Some firefighters argued the tests should be 
discarded because the results showed the tests 
to be discriminatory. They threatened a dis
crimination lawsuit if the City made promotions 
based on the tests. Other firefighters said the 
exams were neutral and fair. And they, in turn, 
threatened a discrimination lawsuit if the City, 
relying on the statistical racial disparity, ignored 
the test results and denied promotions to the 
candidates who had performed well. In the end 
the City took the side of those who protested 
the test results. It threw out the examinations. 

Certain white and Hispanic firefighters 
who likely would have been promoted based 
on their good test performance sued the City 
and some of its officials. Theirs is the suit now 
before us. The suit alleges that, by discarding the 

reasonable person would have known," the subordinate may file a civil suit 
seeking damages. 58 The same is true of applicants whose constitutional rights 
have been violated. The suit may be against the official as an individual and 
may seek punitive damages, that is, more money than the amount of dam
age caused by the unconstitutional action. For instance, a supervisor who 
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test results, the City and the named officials dis
criminated against the plaintiffs based on their 
race, in violation of both Title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 ... and the Equal Protection 
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The City 
and the officials defended their actions, arguing 
that if they had certified the results, they could 
have faced liability under Title VII for adopt
ing a practice that had a disparate impact on the 
minority firefighters .... 

We conclude that race-based action like 
the City's in this case is impermissible under 
Title VII unless the employer can demonstrate 
a strong basis in evidence that, had it not taken 
the action, it would have been liable under the 
disparate-impact statute. The [City], we further 
determine, cannot meet that threshold standard. 
As a result, the City's action in discarding the 
tests was a violation of Title VII. In light of our 
ruling under the statutes, we need not reach 
the question whether respondents' actions may 
have violated the Equal Protection Clause . 

During oral argument in the Court, Justice David 
Souter observed that New Haven could be con
strued to be in a "damned if you do, damned if you 
don't situation." Other than litigation, there was 
no obvious way to resolve the dispute. The Court's 
decision was 5--4 with two concurring opinions and 
one dissent, indicating how difficult New Haven's 
dilemma was. 

Sources : Ricci v. DeStefano, 557 U.s. 557 (2009) and Robert N. 
Roberts, "Damned If You Do and Damned If You Don't; Title 
VII and Public Employee Promotion Disparate Treatment and 
Disparate Impact Litigation," Public Administration Review, 70 
(No. 4/July/August 2010): 582-590. 
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fires a subordinate for joining a union or another association may be vulner
able to such a suit. So mayan official whose actions are unconstitutionally 
discriminatory. Liability may be incurred if the evolving constitutional law 
gives the employee "fair warning" that his or her actions would violate some
one's rights.59 If so, he or she may be liable, regardless of intent. The point of 
liability is not only to compensate individuals for wrongs done to them but 
also to deter public officials from violating individuals' constitutional rights. 
Consequently, it becomes an important enforcement mechanism that strongly 
encourages public officials to scrupulously avoid abridging the constitutional 
rights of others. 

In Bush v. Lucas (1983), the Supreme Court held that federal employees 
cannot sue supervisors for damages for breach of their First Amendment rights 
because Congress had established an elaborate alternative protective scheme, 
including appeals to the MSPB.60 This decision recognizes another remedy; 
it does not increase or reduce the scope of federal employees' constitutional 
rights. 

Municipalities may also be found legally liable when their policies result 
in the violation of constitutional rights. Here the sole issue is whether a munic
ipality's policies led to an unconstitutional abridgment of individual rights. 61 

Because public employees have a wide array of First, Fourth, Fifth, and Four
teenth Amendment rights, civil suits are common. 

.. O OLLECTIVE B ARGAINING AND L ABOR-MANAGEMENT 

P ARTNERSHIPS 

The managerial, political, and legal approaches to public personnel adminis
tration emphasize different values and frequently conflict with one another. 
This has the tendency to fragment personnel practice, making it somewhat 
incoherent. For instance, merit, EEO's interests in a socially representative 
workforce, and veteran preference coexist on uneasy terms, as do traditional 
hierarchical managerial authority, the NPM's effort to deregulate personnel 
practices, and constitutional procedural due process. Political patronage and 
the rights of public employees clash even more directly. These tensions and 
conflicts raise the question running throughout much public administration of 
whether it is possible to synthesize or combine the three approaches in some 
fashion. At the moment, in public personnel administration, the answer is: to 
some extent, but not completely. For the most part, progress toward this end 
has been made through the rise of a model of public personnel administration
one that stresses codetermination of policy through the process of collective 
bargaining and labor-management partnerships. 

Collective Bargaining 
Until the 1960s, collective bargaining in the public sector was frequently 
considered a threat to constitutional democracy in the United States. It was 
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Fifth, and Four-

AGEMENT 

thought absurd that organized public employees could bargain with the gov
ernment as a coequal or that matters of public policy would be determined 
in any forum other than the legislature, elected and appointed executives, or 
courts. In particular, strikes were feared because they represented a break
down of the public order and could lead to chaos. Many states viewed collec
tive bargaining as a threat to sovereignty, and the federal government had no 
general policy or practice for collective bargaining by its employees. 

All this changed with remarkable rapidity. In large part, the rise of col
lective bargaining has been related to the growth of public employment and 
the political pressure exerted by unions. Many unions viewed the public sec
tor as a promising recruiting ground in the face of declining private sector 
union membership. Today public sector collective bargaining is found in the 
federal government and at one level or another in almost all the states. Yet to 
a large extent it remains a patchwork of practices. There is no national law 
on the subject, and state laws and practices vary widely in their coverage and 
content. Nonetheless, a common pattern has emerged. Public personnel policy 
is now largely determined through a framework of labor-management rela
tions that incorporates substantial parts of the managerial, political, and legal 
approaches to personnel administration. 

Collective bargaining is based on the following general pattern: Employees 
in the same occupations (teachers, police, firefighters, clerks, etc.) or perform
ing similar kinds of work (general administrative work, for instance) organize 
into bargaining units. Through an election or submission of union membership 
cards to the employer, a majority of the employees in the unit can designate 
a single union to bargain on behalf of all the employees in the unit. This is 
known as exclusive recognition (of the union). Precisely what can be bargained 
over is called the scope of bargaining. It may be relatively comprehensive and 
include wages, hours, fringe benefits, position classification, promotion pro
cedures, training, discipline, grievances, holidays, sick leave, seniority prefer
ences, overtime assignments, and other working conditions. Conversely, it may 
be narrow, confined largely to matters of discipline and the issuance of safety 
clothing, coffee breaks, and parking spaces. It is useful to think of the scope 
of bargaining as items over which bargaining is mandatory, items over which 
it is permitted, and items over which it is prohibited. When labor and man
agement cannot reach agreement on matters subject to mandatory bargaining, 
an impasse results. Resolution of the impasse can take many forms, including 
mediation, fact finding, and arbitration. Once there is agreement among the 
parties or a binding arbitration award is handed down, a contract is signed and 
goes into effect. Some states, including Alaska, California, Hawaii, Minnesota, 
Montana, and Pennsylvania, allow strikes when an impasse persists. Again, 
depending on the scope of bargaining, this may amount to codetermination by 
labor and management of the conditions of employment. 

The collective bargaining approach outlined here readily takes advantage 
of managerial, political, and legal perspectives. It is no accident that the first 
federal executive order on the subject declared that labor-management rela
tions could foster efficiency and democracy.62 From a traditional managerial 
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perspective, the emergent collective bargaining model promotes the following. 
First, it clearly defines the rights of management and makes these rights non
bargainable. Examples would be the right to direct employees and determine 
the budget of an agency. Second, it facilitates communication between man
agement and employees, which provides supervisors and other officials with 
valuable information as to how efficiency and economy can be improved. A 
closely related benefit is that it facilitates the participation of employees in 
determining the conditions under which they work. Within limits, such par
ticipation may create greater job satisfaction, loyalty to the organization, and, 
therefore, efficiency. Finally, the employee grievance system (discussed later in 
this chapter) negotiated through collective bargaining serves to alert manage
ment to serious problems and unfit supervisors. Yet collective bargaining is 
not primarily a management tool, and it clearly presents challenges to manag
ers who cling to traditional practices and notions of hierarchical authority. 

The political approach is also evident in the collective bargaining model. 
On the one hand, the value of representation is fundamental to public sector 
collective bargaining. Part of the purpose of organized labor relations is to 
provide civil servants with a voice in determining the nature of working condi
tions in government employment. Apart from actual bargaining sessions, pub
lic employees are to be represented by unions in many personnel matters and 
unions are frequently consulted on changes in public policy that may affect 
their jobs. 

At the same time, however, the political approach demands that public 
sector collective bargaining practices serve the public interest and not under
mine the responsiveness of government to the electorate. Consequently, certain 
limitations have been placed on public sector labor relations that make the col
lective bargaining process different from private sector practices. Most nota
bly in this context are comprehensive restrictions on the scope of bargaining 
and the prohibition or regulation of strikes. Many jurisdictions have enacted a 
strong management rights clause that severely limits the items over which col
lective bargaining can take place. Frequently, agency missions, budgets, public 
policies, technologies, recruitment, selection, and sometimes the basis for dis
ciplinary proceedings are outside the scope of bargaining. Within the ambit 
of these limitations lie fundamental conditions of work. For instance, in some 
jurisdictions teachers cannot bargain over the number of pupils per class or the 
school calendar; similarly, police may not be able to bargain over deployment 
(one- or two-person patrols), weapons, and defensive gear. Some employees, 
including most nonpostal workers in the federal government, are prohibited 
from bargaining over wages and hours. These restrictions are a legacy of the 
concept of sovereignty. The main point of a limited scope of bargaining is to 

ensure that matters of public policy are determined by representative govern
mental institutions rather than through a special process that shares political 
authority with private organizations. 

Some prohibitions or limitations on the right to strike are found in all 
the states and in the federal government. Although not always effective, these 
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proposals. For instance, the arbitrator may choose management's wage pro
posal and labor's proposal for protection against layoffs. 

Grievance arbitration often involves discipline and work assignments. It 
can be similar to adverse action hearings. It is common and places challenges 
and constraints on public managers, who find their flexibility in dealing with 
employees to be severely limited. 
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restrictions raise the cost of strikes to employees and unions and probably serve 
as a deterrent to them. Many view the strike as fundamental to any serious 
collective bargaining process. However, by and large the political approach to 
public administration has ruled it out not only because it could lead to chaos, 
but also because it tends to provide organized public employees with a means of 
compromising the responsiveness of government to the citizenry. For example, 
teachers and parents have an interest in school calendars and the curriculum. 
Providing teachers with the right to bargain over these matters and use the strike 
in an effort to compel the government (school board) to accept their will gives 
the teachers leverage over public policy that is not available to parents. The par
ents can neither collectively bargain nor strike. They can vote for school board 
members and lobby, but so can teachers. According to the political approach, 
if government is to be responsive to the public interest, public policy cannot be 
the outcome of labor negotiations and strikes. The public interest cannot be held 
hostage by striking public employees or bargained over in negotiating sessions. 

These restrictions on the public sector collective bargaining model reduce 
its coherence and limit its effectiveness. It is clear that the model cannot work 
well or be meaningful if the scope of bargaining is too narrow to serve as a 
vehicle for employees to affect their working conditions. It may also be true 
that management will not take public employees seriously in bargaining ses
sions unless the employees have a weapon such as the strike. The absence of 
the right to strike requires some other means of resolving impasses. This brings 
us to the legal approach. 

Overwhelmingly, the public sector collective bargaining model has moved 
in the direction of arbitration as a means of resolving impasses. Arbitration 
can be over interests such as wages and hours or over grievances involving the 
mistreatment of an employee or another violation of a contract. It can take 
many forms. The most forceful interest arbitration is compulsory and binding. 
This compels the parties to enter into arbitration when an impasse occurs and 
requires them to accept the arbitrators' award. Arbitration is a judicial-style 
process. The individual arbitrator or panel hears the views and proposals of 
both sides in what amounts to an adversary proceeding. The facts are then 
weighed, principles according to which a judgment will be made are consid
ered, and a decision is handed down. In final offer arbitration the arbitrator 
is limited to choosing from the contract proposal made by each side. This 
format puts pressure on management and labor to make reasonable offers lest 
the arbitrator select the other's proposal. In whole package final offer arbitra
tion, the arbitrator is limited to selecting one offer in its entirety. Item-by-item 
final offer arbitration allows the arbitrator to select from among the two sides' 
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Because collective bargaining favors negotiation and agreement by the 
parties, arbitration is generally viewed as a last resort for resolving impasses. 
Less intrusive approaches include mediation, fact finding, and med-arb 
(mediation-arbitration). Mediators work with the parties to reduce the dis
tance between their proposals. They generate "supposals": suppose manage
ment does this, will you do that? They also keep the negotiators focused on the 
issues rather than allowing personalities and the desire to win for the sake of 
winning get in the way of settlement. In med-arb, the mediator works with the 
parties to resolve as much as possible and then arbitrates the remaining dis
puted issues. Fact finders are used when the parties disagree over an empirical 
matter such as increases in the cost of living since the last contract was signed 
and matters of pay comparability. 

Interest and grievance arbitration make much of the collective bargaining 
model look like a quasi-judicial process. By regulating strikes the public sector 
model has taken conflict off the streets and away from the collective bargaining 
table and placed its resolution in the hands of arbitrators who act like judges. 

Comprehensive programs for collective bargaining provide for Public 
Employment Relations Boards (PERBs) or equivalent agencies, such as the 
Federal Labor Relations Authority. These agencies adjudicate or oversee the 
adjudication of unfair labor practice charges, disputes over the authorized 
scope of bargaining, the appropriateness of the bargaining units that employ
ees seek to organize, and other matters. PERBs may also have rule making 
authority regarding labor relations. 

The judiciary's concern with constitutional rights and values has led to a 
number of decisions that have had a major impact on public sector collective 
bargaining. One, already mentioned, is that public employees have the right 
to join unions, though there is no constitutional right to engage in collective 
bargaining. Another is that the "union shop," that is, an arrangement whereby 
all employees in a collective bargaining unit must join the exclusively recognized 
union, is an unconstitutional abridgment of public employees' right to freedom 
of association.63 However, an "agency shop" requiring all employees to pay 
fees to a union for its services as a collective bargaining agent is permissible. 
Just how far the legal approach penetrates collective bargaining is evident from 
the Supreme Court's holding in Chicago Teachers Union v. Hudson (1986) 
that "the constitutional requirements for the Union's collection of agency fees 
include an adequate explanation of the basis for the fee, a reasonably prompt 
opportunity to challenge the amount of the fee before an impartial decision 
maker, and an escrow for the amounts reasonably in dispute while such chal
lenges are pending. "64 The Supreme Court has also refused to allow the prin
ciple of exclusive recognition to stifle the ability of public employees to express 
their views on matters of public policy in public forums. 65 

Labor-Management Partnerships 
The NPM argues that traditional public sector labor relations create rigid and 
rule-bound personnel practices, militate against performance, and promote 
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adversary relationships between workers and managers. The NPR advocated a 
new model for the federal government that would rely on labor-management 
partnerships. The partnership approach embodies the following principles: 

1. 	 Federal workers are valued as full partners in substantive and 

procedural decision making. They have a role in transforming agency 

structures and work processes. 


2. 	 Consensual methods should replace adversarial ones in resolving 

problems. 


3. 	 Collective bargaining promotes the public interest when it embraces 

"[t]he elements of a good government standard [that include] ... the 

promotion of increased quality and productivity, customer service, 

mission accomplishment, efficiency, quality of work life, employee 

empowerment, organizational performance, and, in the case of the 

Department of Defense, military readiness." 


4. 	 Dispute resolution should be "fair, simple, determinative, and 

inexpensive. " 


5. 	 "Union effectiveness is one of the cornerstones of the productive 

workplace partnership. "66 


Many bargaining units quickly formed partnership councils to develop 
the new model. However, after the 1994 congressional elections, labor's enthu
siasm flagged in the face of its inability to obtain the right to set up agency 
shops, continuing pressure for deep cutbacks in personnel, and furloughs 
caused by a protracted budget dispute between Congress and the president. 
Toward the end of the 1990s, the partnership model seemed to be making lim
ited progress in a few agencies, but in February 2001, President Bush rescinded 
President Clinton's executive orders regarding partnerships. 

C ONCLUSION: T HREE P OSSIBLE F UTURES FOR HRM 
Since their rudimentary beginnings in the 1880s, modern American public per
sonnel systems have moved from relative simplicity to considerable complexity. 
But a countertrend is under way. Today a comprehensive public personnel pro
gram would address merit testing, information systems, planning, classification 
and position audits, compensation, recruitment, selection, performance evalua
tion, promotion, training, health (including wellness and assistance programs), 
equal opportunity, labor relations, retirement, family policies, attitude surveys, 
and perhaps drug testing. A central personnel agency has to deal with elected 
and appointed executives, legislators, courts, unions, and veterans and a variety 
of other groups. The pressure on such agencies and personnel systems to per
form well is intense-in many cases too intense to be satisfied. The NPM con
tends change toward simplification is inevitable. Assuming, without necessarily 
agreeing, that is correct, what directions will it take? 

Three broad approaches are apparent. First, personnel systems will con
tinue to be decentralized and made more flexible. Central personnel agencies 
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will be called on to do less, and individual agencies to do more. If the federal 
government's actions signal a direction, one-size-fits-all regulations will be 
abandoned in favor of laws and rules tailor-made for specific agencies based 
on their missions. As part of overall deregulation, employees will gain more 
responsibility but will have less legal (though not necessarily constitutional) 
protection in the workplace. Quality of work life policies will take on greater 
importance. 

If labor relations partnerships can substitute for traditional collec
tive bargaining approaches, rigid work rules, grievances, and complaints 
of unfair labor practices should be reduced and less adversarial methods of 
problem solving should be adopted. Traditional personnel systems designed 
for unskilled industrial workers are not the best fit for today's well-educated, 
information-age public employees. Government can be a model employer, but 
not while saddled with a convoluted, century-old personnel system. 

A second approach to simplification is also available: privatization. 
As early in the reinvention movement as 1993, a survey of state agencies for 
general administration, corrections, education, health, mental health, social 
services, and transportation indicated that about 78 percent of such organi
zations contracted out for some services, functions, or goods.67 Privatization 
remains controversial. Public sector employees and their unions oppose it. It 
can obscure accountability. Whether (and when) it promotes significant cost 
savings for comparable service is frequently disputed. However, privatization 
does enable governments to avoid many of the costs of their personnel sys
tems. When a function is contracted out, the government does not have to 
recruit, test, select, promote, discipline, provide direct benefits, bargain, or 
otherwise deal with the workers who perform it. From a personnel standpoint, 
contracting out simplifies in the extreme. The temptation to do so is often 
great, even when the potential cost savings may be negligible or marginally 
negative. Every government will define some functions as "core" and, there
fore, not subject to privatization. 

A third possible way of simplifying public personnel administration is 
to "blow it Up,"68 that is, abandon traditional civil service systems altogether. 
To some extent this is what Texas, Florida, and Georgia have done. Georgia's 
approach is the most extreme and perhaps is illustrative of this path to 
change in governmental HRM. In 1996, Georgia undertook a civil service 
"meltdown." By 2012, the proportion of its employees covered by civil service 
had declined from 82 percent to just 12 percent.69 Its strategy is to give agen
cies responsibility for their own HRM, including recruitment and selection, 
promotion, position classification, dismissal, discipline, downsizing (for those 
hired or promoted after July 1, 1996), and some aspects of compensation. 
A survey of human resources professionals in 2006 indicated some negative 
aspects of the reform: there was a perception that they opened the door to 
"spoils," made employees feel less secure, diminished trust in management, 
and increased apprehension about whistle-blowingJo Whether Georgia's 
reform brings higher productivity, better results, and greater cost-effectiveness 
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is not amenable to definitive analysis because much else has changed since 
1996, including technology and a considerable proportion of its workforce. 
However, initial evaluations were largely positive and Georgia-style reforms 
have spread to other states. 71 Consequently, "blowing it up" remains a signifi
cant possibility. It is impossible to know which of these approaches-or a mix 
of them-will dominate future developments. Nevertheless it is safe to say that 
change is inevitable. 
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STUDY QUESTIONS 

1. 	 Many observers believe that contemporary public personnel systems are too 
complicated to be efficient or fair. Based on the chapter and your experiences, 
if you could recommend one change to a state legislative or U.S. congressional 
committee dealing with personnel, what would it be? Why? 

2. 	 The issue of whether public employees should be allowed to strike has been a 
concern ,of public personnel administration. Do you think all strikes by public 
employees should be prohibited? Why or why not? If you favor a right to strike, 
should any limitations be placed on it? What would these be, if any? Why? 

3. 	 Having read the chapter on personnel, what aspects of contemporary public 

personnel management would attract you to the public sector? Which, if any, 

would you find objectionable? 


4. 	 What elements, if any, would you add to or delete from the SES ECQs 

in Box 5.2? Why? Try to categorize the ECQs according to whether they 

predominantly reflect the concerns of the traditional managerial, NPM, 

political, or legal approaches to public administration. What conclusions do 

you draw? 
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